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Inaugural
Events
The District Steps Up Security
.
For All to Enjoy
BY CANEISHA MILLS

Contributing Writer

U.S. and international media have
focused enormous attention on the upcoming inaugural ceremonies in Washington.
Given the pivotal role played by the
United States in world politics, it is no
surprise that world attention would focus
on the official installation of President
George W. Bush into his second term as
president of the United States.
The Jan. 20 inauguration has riveted
world attention for a particular reason.
This will be the first inaugural cere1nony
that has taken place in the post Sept. 11 era,
and the U.S. government has employed a
host of new security measures justified on
the grounds of national security.
Civil liberties advocates are asse1ting that the Bush administration is in
fact using the issue of national security as a pretext to purge the inaugural
ceremonies from thousands of el)'.pected
demonstrators who criticize the president's foreign policy, especially his
decision to go to war in Iraq in 2003.
"In the last inauguration, tens of thousands of protestors, challenging the
legitimacy of the 2000 election outcome,
embarrassed the president-elect by lining
Pennsylvania Avenue from Third to 14th
Streets on both sides of the avenue," said
Brian Becker, national coordinator for the
A.N.S.W.E.R. Coalition.
A.N.S.W.E.R. stands for Act Now
to Stop War and End Racism and was
founded directly after Sept. nth, by organizations that wanted to take an immediate stand against the policies of the Bush
administration. Since 2001, the Coalition
has organized several demonstrations in
opposition to the war in Iraq.
"There have been protests at previ-

Powell
Receives
Legacy
Award
BY KEVIN HARRIS &
KEITH LAING
Hilltop Staff

Secretary of State Colin
Powell and his wife, Alma, were
given the John Thon1pson Legacy
of a Dream Award in an event
held yesterday at the Kennedy
Center for the performing arts.
The Powells were given the
award for their lifelong contributions to America, as well as their
many efforts to help children
across the country through their
foundation, America's Promise.
President Bush and First Lady
Laura Bush, as well as National
Security Adviser Condoleezza
Rice were on hand to watch the
event.
"Today, we honor not just
Colin's lifetin1e of leadership,
but his kindness and compassion, as well as Alma's grace and
principle," President Bush said.
"[They] are among the most
admired people in our country,
and for four years, they've been
America's representatives to the
wor1d. I appreciate all they have
done for our wonderf'ul country... "

The Legacy Award is named
after legendary Georgetown bas~
ketball coach John Tho1npson,
who was on hand for the presentation. Yesterday's concert was
See FORUM, News A4

BY REVAE THARPS
Hl/ltop Staff Writer

Thursday's ina uguration is expected to draw scores of s upporters and protesters as President George W. Bush takes the oath for his second term.
ous demonstrations but nothing like what by the A.N.S.W.E.R. Coalition. "Permits
took place at the first Bush inaugural. We come in and they are acted on in the
believe that the Bush administration and order in which they are received," Line
the National Park Service is determined said. But the facts suggest the contrary;
to prevent a repeat of what happened at the A.N.S.W.E.R. Coalition filed an applithe last inaugural. It is the height of cyni- cation for permits a year ago but they
cism to use national security as an excuse were granted permits for the inaugural
to prevent the public, including those parade. after the Presidential Inaugural
opposed to Bush's policies, from gather- Committee (PIC).
ing along the inaugural parade route and
The inauguration of the president
expressing their first amendment rights," takes place every four years on January 20.
Becker said.
The president-elect takes the oath of office
A spokesperson for the National Park on the steps of the Capitol Building.
Service, Bill Line, counters the charge
See SECURITY, News A4

The war on terrorism will
take center stage at the second inauguration for President
Bush, in Washington, D.C. "This
year's theme will be 'Celebrating
Freedom, Honoring Service,"'
according to a story on MSNBC.
"It will be an important display
of gratitude to members of the
armed services. Each activity
reflects our theme. We recognize
this time that we are a nation at
war," said J eanne Phillips, chairwoman of the 55th presidential
committee.
The inaugural events will
begin on Tuesday, Jan. 18, with
a Military Gala entitled "Salute
to Those Who Serve," ending
with a national prayer service on
Friday, Jan. 21. There will be
a variety of events throughout
the four-day span, including a
total of nine inaugural balls, a
youth concert, a parade, a fireworks display; the official swearing in ceremony at noon on Jan.
20 and a Commandelf'in-Chiefs
ball.
The Commander-in-Chiefs
ball is a new edition to the inauguration events. It will take
place Thursday, at the National
Building Museum. It will be a
free, invitation-only party for
2,000 members of the military
who have served in Afghanistan
and Iraq, and their families. Of
the other events leading up to
Inauguration Day, most are open

to the public but require tickets
from the inaugural committee.
Tuesday afternoon's "Salute
to Those Who Serve," from 2 - 4
p.m. at the MCI Center, also a
special tribute to troops abroad,
willbehostedbyKelseyGrammer
and will feature Gloria Estefan
and John Michael Montgomery.
Bush twins, Jenna and Barbara
will host "America's Future
Rocks Today" Tuesday from 6 - 8
p.m. at the D.C. Armory, saluting
the "future leaders of America,"
featuring musical acts such as
pop star JoJo, video clips and
guest speakers.
•
There are three candlelight
dinners Wednesday night, which
will take place at Union Station,
The National Building Museum
and The Washington Hilton.
Tickets for this event are rather
· pricey at $2,500.
What seen1s to be the most
accessible entertainment is the
"Celebration of Freedom," a
musical program Wednesday
from 4 - 6 p.m. on the Ellipse. It
concludes with an eight-minute
firework display that will have
the White House as a backdrop.
You must have a ticket for the
show, although they are free
(from the committee). Even if
you cannot get into the Ellipse
itself, the fireworks should be
visible from many areas of The
Mall and Downtown.
The actual Swearing In
ceremony will take place on
See EVENTS, News A4

ILab Not Equipped for Computer Repair
BY AYESHA RASCOE
Campus Editor

When Wilburt Chaney, a sophomore
marketing major, believed his laptop
had been infected with a virus he took it
to a place where he thought this problem
could be solved: Howard University's
il..ab. However, upon his arrival at the
university's computer lab, he was told
something he was not expecting: The
il..ab does not repair computers.
Many Howard students, like Chaney,
believe that the iLab is the place to go
for technical support for their personal
desktop computers and laptops. According to the interim director of user support se1vices, Clint Walker, Ph.,D., this
belief is a misconception.
"The iLab is not in the business of
computer repair," Walker said. In the
past, Walker admits that the iLab staff
would attempt to help students with
their computer needs, but he said that
this was never an official procedure.
"It was a practice to assist students, but it was not a policy," Walker
said. "But because of liability issues, it
was determined we would discontinue
the practice." He explained that the
1•~urltk John\-On·~l•1ff' Photoani.phtr
"iLab staff is neither bonded for security
nor insured" for protection against law- Many students are under the misconception that the ILab is a place to take their computers when something is
wrong with them. The function of the iLab is to provide computer usage to students.
suits over computer repair.
In addition to the liability concerns,
"I think for all the money we are iLab is not in the business of fixing
Walker also asserted that the iLab does feels that if the iLab did repair computnot have tlle manpower or the budget ers it would be more efficient and much paying, you should be able to have sim- computers, he said that his facility does
that would be necessary to facilitate stu- more convenient for students.
ple problems fixed,". Maury said.
help students with their connections to
Some Howard students feel that the
dent con1puter repair.
Walker, though, disagrees with stu- the university's network. To ensure that
To Chaney, who will now have to go iLab should be able to handle·students' dents who say their tuition or the $125 students can connect to the university's
off campus to have his laptop worked on personal computer problerns.
technology fee that they have ,to pay network, the ce1tification process was
"It should be a free service," said should allow for con1puter repair. He developed.
by its manufacturer, its understandable
that the il..ab may not have the funds or Brenl Robinson, a junior classical civi- said that the technology fee does not
"The ISAS iLab has initiated a PC
the staff to fix student computers but it lizations major. "I feel unfortunate for even cover the services that students Certification Program to enable students
the fact that they changed their policy."
is still a hassle.
are given currently, much less techni- in our residence halls to be certain that
Kristina Maury, a sophomore broad- cal support for private computers and the computer that they own and oper"[My laptop's] under warranty, but
it does cause an inconvenience to have cast journalism major, shares Brent's laptops.
ate is free of viruses, worms and Trojan
sentiments.
to go off campus," Chaney said. Chaney
Although Walker stressed that the
See iLAB, News A4
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Bush Calls Off Search For Weapons of Mass Destruction
BY KEVIN HARRIS
Nation & World Editor

•
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The Bush administration announced last week that the search
for weapons of mass destruction would be discontinued.

Despite a CIA repo1t saying Iraq is now a haven for terrorist, President Bush said the
American people approved of
his Iraq policy by deciding not
to vote him out of office.
"We had an accountability
moment, and that's called the
2004 elections," said Bush over
the weekend in an interview
with The Washington Post. "The
American people listened to different assessments made about
what was taking place in Iraq,
and they looked at the two candidates and chose me."
In the interview, President
Bush did not give a specific timetable for a withdrawal of U.S.
forces and said he will not ask
Congress to increase the size of
the military, scuttling the fears
of some worried about a return
of the draft. "What were going

to do is make sure that the missions of the National Guard and
the reserves closely dovetail with
active army units, so that the
...pressure is eased," Bush said.
"The sooner the Iraqis are...better prepared, better equipped to
fight, the sooner our troops c.~n
start coming home."
Bush made his comments
after the release of a report
from the National Intelligence
Council, a CIA think tank, that
called Iraq a training ground for
a new generation of "professionalized" terrorists. "Iraq provides
terrorists with a training ground,
a recruitment ground, the opportunity for enhancing technical
skills," said David B. Low to the
Post. Low is the national intelligence officer for transnational
threats. The report took a year to
produce, is over 100 pages Jong,
and includes input from 1,000
U.S. and foreign experts.
Experts say in the report,

that before the U.S. led invasion,
Saddam Hussein's government
had only circumstantial ties with
the al-qaeda terrorist network
and dismissed the notion rais'ed
by many Bush adn1inistration
officials suggesting Hussein and
Osama Bin Laden were working together on terrorist plots
against the United States.
Experts say Bin Laden
rejected th? idea of working with
Hussein, because he viewed
Hussein as an enemy who didn't
endorse his Islamic philosophy.
Though Iraq was not a haven to
terrorist before the war, experts
say this is far from the case
today. "At the moment, Iraq is a
magnet for international terrorist activity," said NIC Chairman
Robert L. Hutchings to the Post.
President Bush contends
although there are problems
in Iraq, America must stay the
course and help the country
to regain sovereignty through

elections later this month. The
administration says the elections will go on as scheduled,
despjte security concerns and
threats being made by insurgents
against Iraqis planning to vote.
President Bush said despite the
violence, he is committed to seeing Iraq become a democracy.
"On a complicated matter such as removing a dictator
from power and trying to help
achieve democracy, sometimes
the unexpected will happen,
both good and bad," said Bush .
"I am realistic about how quickly
a society that has been dominated by a tyrant can become
a democracy." Even with all
the media's attention on Iraq,
President Bush says he has not
forgotten about bin laden. "I
run pleased about the hunt, and
I am pleased he's isolated," Bush
said. "I will be more. pleased
when he's brought to justice,
and I believe he will be."

What's Popping on the

Know Your University:
Boulevard at Capital Center ? Burr Gymnasium
BY VERONICA JORDAN
Contributing Writer

BY NATHALIE PIERRE

The Boulevard at the Capital Centre is the
most recent shopping attraction in Prince George's
County, Md. Informally known as "The Boulevard,"
the shopping arena has been open now for almost
a year. Located off Interstate 95, the Boulevard
takes up 490,000 square-feet of land and features
upscale shops, boutiques and restaurants.
There are many places of interests to choose
from like the Magic Johnson Theatre, which
opened in October. Scooter Monroe of Cordish
Company said, "Vve have, and will continue to
work hard to make sure The Boulevard at the
Capital Centre and the Magic Johnson Theatre
are successful and stay that way for a long time to
come. Now, I look to the community to help drive
this objective through."
Joseph Mayo, a sophomore architecture
major, said that he has visited the Centre more
than once and he is pleased with the turnout.
"I thought that the Centre was going to be
phony until I checked it out; I could not stop
going back because I found a lot of quality items
there-plus, The Boulevard is Metro accessible,
which helps out a lot," .Mayo said.
"I feel that this Centre will be a comfortable
environment for visitors to have a great time; I
always do," said Candice Pierce, a senior psychology major.
The Boulevard is home to Borders Books,
Linens N' Things, Children's Place, Magic Johnson
See BLVD, News A9

Contributing Writer
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Area res idents can enjoy shops such as
Magic Johnson Theater and Sports Authority
at the Boulevard.

Burr Gymnasium is home
of the Bison and commemorates John Harold Burr Jr., an
assistant professor, who served
as chairman of the physical
education department from
1923-1958. Burr rose to prominence as a pioneer in Black
participation in the world sport
of soccer at Springfield College
in Massachusetts and was an
instrumental figure in recruiting international soccer players
who contributed to Howard's
dominance in HBCU championships during the 1950s.
Master Alpha Sumory,
professor of judo, soccer, and
tae kwon do said, "Soccer creates an international link in the
Black community, and Burr's
enthusiasm in the sport served
as a gesture of welcome."
In
1964 Justement,
Elam, Callrner, and Kidd, a
Washington, D.C. based architectural firm, Jed the construction of the sleek and modern
facility enjoyed by Bun·patrons.

Tia Goodson.Stair Photographer

Burr Gym is named after one of Howard's former faculty
members, who seved as chairman of the PE department.

In 1974, the University named
the gym in honor of Burr.
The gym currently hosts all
of the Bison basketball games,
gym classes ranging from martial arts to swimming, and the
recently opened "Pulse" weight
and cardiovascular room.
Sophomore economics
major Ladi Sanu, surprised
that Burr was a soccer player

said, "Soccer is popular everywhere but here, and soccer
gives international students
the opportunity to participate
in activities reminiscent of
home."
January marks the 27th
anniversaryofBurr'sdeath. Yet,
his legacy still creates bridges
and lifetime friendships at the
center of the Mecca.

Howard Students to Hold For um on Future of Black Leadership
BY KEVIN HARRIS

as "Citizens Change," and came minds. We want to hear it and
to political forums held on cam- see what we can do about it."
pus to voice their opposition to This desire to find out what stuSome forty-eight hours the President's policies. To say dents are thinking, led Taylor
before President George W. the least, many were left dis- and some politically conscious
Bush takes his oath of office heartened by Bush's re-election. friends to organize a "speak out"
for the second time, many
But rather than sulk in pity, style forum on campus.
Howard students are wonder- some have decided it is time
The event will take place
ing what their role as future to rebuild and determine what tonight in the Blackburn
leaders will be in a second the Howard community's voice Auditorium from 5-7 p.m.
Bush Administration. Howard should be. "We've noticed that Taylor says tonight's forum is
University, a predominantly students at Howard, who are not an anti-Bush rally, but rathdemocratic campus, is home to looked upon by many in the er an opportunity for students
many students who were strong- Black community for leader- from both ends of the political
ly against President Bush's re- ship are struggling for answers," spectrum to discuss their future
election last November. Many said Adrian Taylor, an African- voice in politics, as well as dismade great strides to solidify Studies graduate student and a cover where the Black commusupport for Bush's democratic founder of
Shemsu-Heru, a nity should be moving in order
challenger John Kerry. They kemetic based fraternity/ soror- to get its concerns heard by
joined national movements such ity. "Thzre is a lot on people's leaders in Washington. ·
Nation & World Editor

"We don't want to limit this port President Bush. Brandon
forum to any specific event or Brice, President of the College
organization. We just want to Republicans, says he will parinvite as many people as pos- ticipate in the forum tonight
sible, get as many voices as pos- because he wants students, and
sible to discuss our concerns and all African-Americans, to focus
engage students so t11at we can on the Republican platform
hopefully open up a movement more so than President Bush.
to address our needs." Taylor "It's a mistake for us to focus on
said, "We want to encourage just who is in office," said Brice,
students to address their politi- a senior International Business
cal worlds and instigate a move- major. "We should instead focus
ment consistent with Howard's on the issues and what a person
legacy."
brings to the table."
Brice said he will use
To make sure there is balance in the views expressP.d, tonight's event to show stuTaylor says organizers have dents the importance of think1nade efforts to reach out to ing about the future, and their
students of all political beliefs, place in it. "I think the fundaincluding Republicans who sup- mental difference between Black

America and White Ar.ierica is
that too often we think about
tomorrow, while White America
thinks about next year," he said.
"We should be thinking about
independence and ownership.
We are a free people, but we are
still held down by our lack of
ownership."
Brice says he supports the
Republican platform because it
encourages independence and
wealth for all. In addition to
Brice, other speakers from the
African Studies and political
science departments are tentatively scheduled to attend, but
organizers say they want students to carry the bulk of the
conversation.

''Because school is canceled on the day of the presidential
inauguration, what will you be doing on this day?''

Angel Carpenter
Radio Production
Senior

Kamari Sampson
Marketing
Senior

Irorere Osaigbovo
Clinical Laboratory Science
Senior

DoriannezMason
Int'l Business
Junior

"Completing a project for class."

"This inauguration day I will be in
Seattle intervie\ving with Microsoft
for a job."

"Spending time with my sister,
praying and studying."

"I \vill be shopping out of town in
New York."
\'ok<s end Vlcwa by AleYdoAluaador
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Inaugural Protests Expected
EVENTS, from Campus A 1

Thursday at the U.S. Capitol.
Early arrivals will be rewarded
with entertainment. The Formal
ceremony begins at about 11:30,
·with remarks by Mississippi Sen.
Trent Lott. Following the invocation and benediction and performances by Denyce Graves and
Susan Grahan1, Speaker of the
House Dennis Haste1t (Ill.) will
swear in Vice President Cheney
at 11:50. Chief Justice William
H. Rehnquist is scheduled to
administer the oath of office to
the President at noon. Tickets
are required for the Swearing
In.
The parade is a two-hour
show. It is scheduled to begin
at about 2:30 p.m. Its route is

1.7 miles from the U.S. Capitol
to the White House. Organizers
expect as many as 400,000 to
attend. This number does not
include the nu1nber of protesters that will be in attendance
as well. "I think that protests
at the inauguration are unnecessary," said sophomore marketing
major, James Hogue. "Bush has
already been re-elected, so what
are protesters trying to accomplish?" Hogue said.
Stephan Naylor, a sophomore music education major,
agrees with Hogue on the statement that nothing will be accomplished, but he does understand
the reason for protesting. "It's
just people exercising their freedom of speech. Nothirlg may
be accomplished, but at least

they will get their point across,"
Naylor said. ·
Junior nursing major Kendra
Graham will not be attending the
inauguration. "I'm not too interested in politics so I am going to
use the day to catch up on rest,"
Graham said.
Tanisha Henry; sophomore
legal communications major,
will not
be in attendance for
'
another reason. "I am not going
outside that day in fear of terrorist attacks," Henry said.
The inauguration events will
conclude on Friday at 10 a.m.
with a n.ational prayer service at
the National Cathedral.
For ticket information from
the inaugural committee, go to
www.inauguralo5.com or call
202-314-2600.
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Drastic Security Increases
Result of Inaugural Events
"The
National
Park
Service has.no right to exclude
In recent decades, galas, anti-war demonstrators from
balls and other extravagan- Pennsylvania Avenue, while
zas have preceded the offi- giving that same space for ·
cial inaugural ceremony. The . the exc)usive use of corpoBush-Cheney PIC is a private rate-sp6nsored Bush-Cheney
entity that foots ·t he bill for the PIC. We applied for permits in
parties as well as the inaugural order to guarantee that people
. parade. The cost this year will coming to protest can do so
total nearly $so million, most without risking life and limb.
of which will come from the A rally with a permit is a way
corporations and banks that of signaling people that we
constitute the core donors for intend to have a lawful, orderly
the Bush-Cheney presidential a11d peaceful assembly," stated
campaign.
Eugene Puryear, a freshman
SECURITY, from Campus A 1

at Howard and organizer with
the A.N.S.W.E.R. Coalition.
Many people believe
that protests taking place on
January 20th will not ensue
rioting.
This
includes
Mia
Williams, a senior pre-pharll}acy major at Howard
University. "I am not a Bush
supporter, and if there are
anti-war demonstrations, I am
sure they will be peaceful."

'
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ILab Does Not Fix Computers Powell Honored on Monday
iLAB, from Campus A 1

Forum, from Campus A1

Horses, and that the computer is
equipped to operate properly on
the university's network," said
Walker to The Hilltop earlier
this year.
·Although Walker asserted
certification is not a repair process, he admitted that son1etimes computers which are not
working properly begin working
· normally after being certified.
Generally, Walker advi~es students not to depend on the iLab
for private computer. help, and
.to instead treat their computers
like other products they buy.
"As computer repair has
never been the policy of the iLab,
I would suggest that students
purchase extended warranties
for their computers like they do
for their cars to assure that their
machines will be working when
they need them," Walker said.

the fourth jointly hosted event
by the Kennedy Center and
Georgetown University Choirs.
The concerts were a part of an
ongoing initiative entitled "Let
Freedom Ring," which honors
the legacy and achievements
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
The event was· held in conjunc- .
tion with a concert featuring the
Aaron Neville Quintet and the
Georgetown University Choirs.
Past participants have included soul legend Roberta Flack
and world renowned opera star
Jessye Norman. Other honorees
include acclaimed actor Ossie
Davis, who was given the legacy
award in 2003.
Because the event is given
in honor of Dr. King and took
place ori the holiday honoring
his legacy, many of the evening's speeches praised King
and invoked his teachings. "Dr.
King's dream was born out of a
nightmare, but everyone in this
room today is the beneficiary

Patrick Johnsoo·Slaft Photographer

The ilab does not have the
funds to fix students' personal computers, but they can
certify them to work properly
on the network.

"
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of [it]," said Alma Powell, who
grew up in the segregated South.
"I am honored and humbled to
receive this award."
•
For his part, Secretary
Powell stated that Dr. King's
work was far from completed.
"Dr. King's dream is not
entirely fulfilled," Powell told
the studen.ts in attendance. "He
must not be a legend; he must
be reality. Never forget what was
done for you to make this country a better place."
Powell then reflected on
his own recollection of the civil
righ~s movement, one of the
most turbulent times in this
nation's history. It was one of
the few times Powell publicly
discussed civil rights, a topic he
normally shies away from.
"I wasn't here, but what
was happening in the United
States was known to me," he
said. "What we were having was
a new civil war 100 years after
the first one had ended."
"Dr. King held up a mirror
to America and kept saying 'read

the founding documents [of our
nation],' " Powell continued.
"If you read it, and believe it,
then our nation must change."
President Bush added, "Every
year on this day we reflect on
the history of civil rights in our
country. Dr. King loved America
enough to confront its injustices and America loves him in
return."
Radio personality Tom
Joyner, who hosted the event, ·
said that as someone who was
touched by hearing Dr. King
preach in his prime, he agreed
with everything that was being
said about the holiday and
praised students in the audience who came out to watch the
event.
"Thank you students for
being here today," Joyn~r said.
"Just your presence here is
encouraging. Dr. King could not
have imagined that his birthday
would be a holiday. I hope he
would approve of how we're celebrating." .
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Hip-Hop, Black
Women and
Schizophrenia
one. The first two I conContributing Writer
ceded to with ease, but ·
the latter cd I would not
Schizophrenia - contra- buy for myself much less
dictoryorantagonis.ticqual- my nine-year-old niece.
ities or attitudes, accord- Being a 21•1 century intering to Merriam-Webster net wiz-kid she already lisOnline Dictionary.
tened to 1nuch of the cd,
As a precursor to this so exposure to the lyrics
commentary, I should was 'not altogether my priacknowledge that I am a mary concern, although I
male, subject to and infect- was not happy about that
ed by the realties of a soci- either. Pri1narily, I had to
ety that is sexist, misogy- ask her why she wanted the
nistic and intolerant of the . cd after she knew the types
methodologies women use of things that it said about
in thought. Thus, I write girls in i!. I asked her, "You
this opinion with lim- gonna let somebody talk
ited perspective, but with about you like that then go
knowledge of truth and and give them your money?
consequently, it is the truth You are smarter then that."
all the same.
Which lead me to ask the
I have never .ques- same question to the much
tioned the undeniable fact older and 1nore mature sisthat The Creator's great- ters of Howard University.
est gift to the earth was "You gonna let son1epody ·
the brilliance, affection talk about you like that,
and beauty of women of and then .turn around arid
African descent. However, da,nce to their music and
it is in knowing this that give them your money?
I am forced ·only to pon- Sisters, I know, you are
der whether or not these smarter then that.
women know and underFor· fotJ.r years I have
stand this fact themselves. walked this campus and
I was lead to this ques- made many of friends
tion by recognizing, what with some of the worlds
is in my humble opinion, sn1artest and most attracthe strangest case of docu- tive women. I have heard
mented schizophrenia in time and time again from
the history of man. Those these queens the need for
diagnosed suffer from a black men to step it up,
rare form of contradicto- work harder and dedicate
ry doublespeak, whereby, · their lives to something
our beJoved sisters preach more than ~hasing women
and profess one thing, or playing PlayStation.
and without shame openly Although I always found
support those who do the this analysis to be infanexact opposite. More spe- tile and bereft of any criticifically, I am referring to cal thought, I endured
hip-hop, Black women and and promised that black
schizophrenia.
men were indeed fighting
You have seen it a mil- aga\nst all odds to be leadlion times. The same sister ers in our homes and comwho loathes to be called a munities. Again, it is my
bitch, or a ho or any other sincere belief that change
pejorative used in hip- will come, but it most come
hop culture to symbolize through the work of both
all Black women, is at the sexes for our community
club or in her 'dorm room, not just one.
listening and dancing to a
Many men and women
song who calls her all the venture to think that black
same words. Although, this women cannot stop talking
time the insults directed to out of both sides of their
her and other Black women neck when it comes to hipare laced over a head-bob- hop music. Many conclude
bing beat. So I guess that that it would require that
makes it a little better.
these sisters negate popuComedian Chris Rock lar culture for the greater
tackled this issue in his good as well as take up
' last standup when he joked arms for all Black women
that Black women listen to when one is offended in
the music and say, "He [the song or action. However, I
artist] is not talking about do not. I believe that Black
me, be is talking about women want a stop to the
other · [Black] women. denigration of their image
Accordingly, the joke was in commercial culture and
funny because it is naively are willing to work together
what black women honest" and be consistent in speech
ly believe. It made for the and action to make sure
' type of ironic humor that that it happens.
one has to choose between
The cornerstone of
laughing at, or bowing ones society as we know is predhead in shame in response. icated on the work and
Naturally, most sisters sacrifices of many Black
chose laughter.
women. These women held
I have had these a consistent unified posithoughts for sometime as tion on slavery, lynching,
I watched black women Jim-Crow and all forms
castigate and demonize of sexism and misogyny.
men who they thought This generation of women
were misogynist or sexist is obligated to do the
in. thefr pe,rsona~ life, while · same. Hip-Hop music can
they had posters of 50 Cent change. It can honor Black
or 2Pac on their wall or women and not disrespect
purchased similar artists' them, but it will change by
music.
only a vanguar.d of troops
I wondered time and who are serious about wagtime again if my beloved ing war on the music and
sisters could have it both artist that are waging war
ways, until I went home for on them. If this article does
Christmas break and dealt not inspire you sisters to
with this issue from anoth- rethink the consistency of
er angle.
what you say versus what
Over the break my nine you listen to, think of niy
year-old niece asked me to nine year-old niece and
purchase her three cd's for think about how you would
Christmas. Ciara rounded explain your schizophrenia
the top of the list while the to her.
new Destiny's Child cd was
her second request. Nelly's
"Sweat Suit" was the other
BY JASON RAVIN

Jordan Colb<rt· Asst. Photo Editor

Ledge Editor-in-chief Freddie Allen proudly holds the magazine which confronts the issue of HIV/AIDS in the Black community.

_Insisting ·On Change ... Ledge
BY MAXINE MOFFETI
Nation & World Editor

"Wake Up," said Phil Wilson,
before you fall off a dangerously
fatal ledge. "Everyday 13 Black
women get infected with HIV,
the virus that causes AIDS, and
16 Black men die from the disease," Wilson said. Wilson is the
publisher of the proactively issue
driven, conscious magazi.D.e
Le'dge...Don't Fall Off. Ledge
was birthed during the spring of
2004. It is written and edited by
Bfack
students, and distributed
•
~ongst HBCUs.
· You can't just br.eezethrough
the pages of Ledge; your jaw
may drop from the overWhelming amount of information, and
its relevant tone. Ledge is an
interactive magazine. Its premiere issue showcases responses
about HIV from Congressman
John Lewis to Little Bow Wow,
on to topic-related poetry from
Jill Scott. Students opinions are
like stars that are spotlighted
through writing, excerpts from

round table discussions and testi1nonials. .
"I wanted to actively fight
the AIDS epidemic. HIV and
AIDS is usually discussed by
,doctors and lectures who use
books, seminars, and an array
of statistics to address the problem. While these strategies are
relevant, youth often find them
boring and are left untouched
and uninterested. The Ledge
addresses the 'youth and gives
student journalist a platform
to address the AIDS epidemic,"
said Freddie Allen, editor-inchief of Ledge, who is also a
Howard University student.
The Black Aids Institute
publishes Ledge. The institute
is the only national AIDS/HIV
public policy, training and mobilizing center in the United States
that targets the Black community. The Black AIDS Institute
is a grassroots organization with
a mission to abolish the AIDS
pandemic in the Black community by informing the populace,
and mobilizing Black people

and institutions to effect change. a gay phenomenon, a h'eteroThe Black AIDS Institute asks sexual problem, it's not even an
the community: Get informed. . American problem. The AIDS
Get tested. Get treated. Get epidemic is a global problem,
Involved.
that is systematically effecting
Ledge is especially perti- people of all creeds, and casts
nent to the Black community ·around the world," Allen said.
since AIDS is the leading cause
"We are slow to deal with the
of death for African-Americans epidemic," said Chris Cathcart.
between the ages of 24-44. Two Cathcart is the brainchild of
hundred thousand , African- Ledge and a past Howard
Americans are living with HIV, University Student Association
and over 180,000 have died from president in 1986.
the AIDS. For these reasons, it
Cathcart
believes
that
is almost appalling that Ledge, the "adverse socio-economic
is the only magazine with the issues we deal with as Africansole purpose of informing the Americans can explain our large
youth about HIVI AIDS. Black .AIDS community. Africanyouths between the ages of 13- Americans are disproportion24, currently represent 56 per- ately affected by many diseases
cent of the reported HIV cases. and viruses, due to poor health
Seventy two percent of all new care, lack of resources and inforHIV infections are·Black women mation."
in the US from 1999-2000. But
Ledge seeks to, "inform the
only 25 percent of all those who populace so they can get active. I
are HIV positive do not know would like to see people passionthey are infected.
ate about something," Cathcart
Many don't realize that said.
"AIDS is not just a Black problem, or just a White problen1,

Bush Plans to Increase Pell Grants
BY KEVIN HARRIS
Nation & World Editor

President Bush proposed
Friday to increase the amount
of money college students would
receive from Pell Grants by $500
over the next five years. The
increase would happen gradually, adding an extra $100 per
year to the amount low-income
college students can receive
from the Pell Grant program.
"Pell Grants are really important," said Bush .in a speech
before a packed gymnasium at
a community college in Florida.
"Pell Grants nlake it possible for
people to go to school who otherwise won't go to school. I think
that is money really well spent."
More than 5.5 million
students receive Pell Grants.
Estimates show that 90 peraent ·
of those receiving the grants
come from households earning less than $35,000 a year.
Currently, the average grant is
abol!t $2,400 with the maximum
amount awarded at $4,050.
Bush's proposal would push the
maximum amount to $4, 550.
The President also prop0sed to make the government's
student loan program more
efficient, which he says would
eliminate wa,steful spending and
make college more ·affordable.
"I~m going to reform the studE;nt Joan program to make it
mpre, or ask congress to reform
it,. to make it more . effective
and efficient, and thereby saving money," Bush said. Bush
also said his proposal will allow
students taking summer courses
to .receive Peli Grants for those
classes.
Education advocacy
groups applauded the President's

'

proposal. "For needy families, .
the expansion of the annual Pell
Grant award, both in dollars and
in the ability to utilize the money
year round, is welcome news,"
said James 'A. Boyle, president
of College Parents of America
to the Washington Post. "... For
middle class families, who are
facing a college cost squeeze,
better access to federal loans, as
suggested by the president, will
make the current cost of attending school a bit less painful."
.Democrats on Capitol Hill
welcomed Bush's · plan, but
admitted they were skeptical
about the President's willingness to fund the proposal. They
cite past examples in which
Bush has proposed to reform
the Pell Grant system and failed
to take action. "I welcome the
president's new proposal but
urge America's· families with
kids applying to college to not
count their chickens before
they hatch," said Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy CD-Mass.) to the
Washington Post. "We've been
down this road before. President
Bush has walked away .from all
his promises to raise Pell Grants
since his first year in office."
Others complained the increase
was too small. "Even President
Bush knows that a $500 boost
over five years is not enough,"
said Rep. George Miller (DCalif) to the Washington Post.
"He himself, promised in 2000,
that he would raise Pell by more
than twice that amount." Miller
added, "But $500, if it is real,
would be a st.art in the right
direction."
Howard students
also
applauded Bush's proposal,
but sounded like congressional

"''""'·t"nn.oom

President Bush proposes to increase Pell Grants by $500 per
student over fivelyears.

Democrats when discussing the lion new students receive Pell
size of the increase. "I think it Grants than when Bush took
is a good thing to do, but when office four years ago.
you think about it, this is like a
Bush's
announcement
drop in the bucket," said Ganeka comes on the heels of a rollout
Gray, a senior psychology major. . of initiatives aimed at improv"I just think the government ing education during his second
has more money to provide to term. The administration also
college students.1' The Bush plans to expand parts of the
Administration came under fire i'No Child Left Behind La:w" to
last month when it was report- · high schools. Bush told ABC's
ed by several news outlets, that Barbara Walters in an interthe administration's newly view from the White House last
announced formula for calculat- week, that he wanted reforming
ing eligibility for college financial America's school systems to be a
aid would eliminate Pell Grants part of his domestic legacy when
for nearly 100,000 low income he leaves office.
students. Despite the criticism,
the Bush Administration has
noted that more than one mil-
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Is it Ever Too Late for Justice?
BY APRIL DEBOSE
Contributing Writer

EYE
On The MECCA

BY MAXINE MOFFETI
Nation & World Editor

South
The Safety and Securities Department has commissioned a three-month amnesty period on illegal firearms
from January to March 12005 in an attempt to cut the high
amounts of violent crimes. South Africa was once spotlighted
as the murder capitol of the world.
The murder rate dropped below 20,000 in the year of
2004-the lowest annual in a decade. But the murder rate of
42,700 per 100,000 is still high by international standards.
Food security is declining in Masvingo, the Midlands
and Matabeleland provinces, and according to The Worlds
Food program, Zimbabwe will not benefit from food handouts from January to March. Price inflation has cause a 250
percent price mark, while wages have failed to compete. The
average worker does not acquire the minimum needed to
purchase a day's cereal requirement. Press reports last week
revealed a serious shortage in maize, the countries staple
crop. But, Mugabee stated to Britain Sky News, "donors
should take their food to hungrier nations."
An American $14 miliion grant could assist Malawi's plan
to scale up its national antiretroviral on course. According
to the national AIDS commission, the funds could bring a
threefold increase in the number of people on anti-AIDS
treatment in July 2005. The grant will be distributed evenly
within two years. There are currently 9,500 people enrolled
in the government treatment program. Currently, 14 percent
of adults between the ages of 15 and 49 are living with HIV
and AIDS.
Central
Britain signed a $74-million debt relief package with
Tanzania on Friday. The accord will pay 10 percent of
Tanzania's debt service to multilateral organizations like
the World Bank and the African Development Bank. The
debt relief recently extended to Tanzani11 and Mozambique
has allowed the two countries to make tremendous cut in
poverty. According to the finance minister from Tanzania,
"the $500 million debt relief has allowed Tanzania to build
31,000 new classrooms, 1,000. new schools and 18,000
teacher recruits." Tanzania is set to achieve their goal for
primary education for all by the end of 2005.
West
The United Nations World Food Program (WFP)
appealed for imn1ediate food aid for 400,000 people in
Mauritania on January 17, 2005. Locusts and drought have
demolished agricultural production, Mauritania's most stable economy. Locusts have wiped out cereals, pulses and
other vegetables. Over $30.8 million is needed to solve their
urgent needs.
The Nigerian economy is expected to gross $57-4 billion due to the OK-Liquefied Natural Gas project, which
will be sited between Ondo and Ogun States. The OK-LNG
project is expected to provide jobs for over 4000 people
when comes into reality in 2009. The Nigerian National
Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) sees OK-LNG as an investment with a projected 30-million tons per annum plant. The
Final Investment Decision is also expected between January
and February next year, but the partners indicated plans to
accelerate the pace of development.
Angry youths burned down a police station on January
8, 2005 in Uromi town in -Esan East Council in Edo State.
The revenge seeking youths took arms from the jail and freed
detainees over an alleged killing of a student by policemen
at checkpoint. A police officer was torched by the mob, and
two vehicles where destroyed. Other youths joined the rally
against the police once the news broke about the incident.
As the protesting youths power grew, they paralyzed co1nmercial activities in the towns and stores.
North

The Egyptian government has donated a consignment
of drugs valued over US $ 900,000 to Liberia's Ministry
of Health and Social Welfare. The 1,260-kilogram drugs
where presented to the Liberian government this weekend. The Health minister Coleman of Liberia has stressed
the countries serious shortage of drugs and medical supplies. Coleman also commented on Egypt medical support
throughout the years.
East

The Somalia government, which has been relocated to
Nairobi, Kenya, has refused to move back into Somalia
·without funds and protection. Although, the new cabinet has
agreed to relocate to Somalia, a deployment of peacekeeping
force must precede them. Economic funds are needed for
the disarmament of the numerous militias. Somalia has been
in absence of a visible government for over 12 years, due to
intense civil wars.

After 40 years, Edgar Ray Killen, a 79year-old ordained Baptist preacher by day
and a Ku Klux Clan leader by night, was
recently arrested for suspicion of a connection with a triple homicide of civil rights
workers in Neshoba County, Miss.
A judge set a $250,000 bond for Killen
last week on Jan. 12. Circuit Judge Marcus
Gordan set a March 28 trial date for Killen.
In the spring of 1964, James Chaney, a
21-year-oldAfrican-AmericanMississippian,
and two white New Yorkers, Michael
Schwerner, 24, and Andrew Goodman, 20,
were viciously tracked down, trapped, beaten, shot and buried in a dam. Jim Crowers
found them guilty of helping to register voters, when they decided to investigate a fire
at a church. The men were killed only a few
miles from the church.
Ou Dec. 4, 1967, Killen and 18 other
men were prosecuted. None of the 18 men
were charged with murder. Seven m¥n
were ·convicted, but none saw more than six
years behind bars. One juror said that she
was convinced by God to not convict Killen
because he was an ordained preacher.
In the 6os, Killen was a sawmill owner,
and an appointed kleagle, recruiter and
scout, for the Ku Klux Clan for Lauderdale
County Klan.

Seventy-nine-year-old Edgar Ray Killen
is a suspect in the murders of civil
rights workers.

Mississippi Attorney General Jim Hood
reopened the case last year and began
presenting evidence to the grand jury.
"Prosecutors were looking for closure," says
Hood.
Many were left asking, why it took 40

years to convict a triple murderer? And if
convicted, will this be a civil rights victory seen by heaven and man? On NBC's
"Today" show, longtime civil rights leader
Johu LeWis said, "Killen's arrest and the reopenings of si.Jnilar cases in recent years will
have a redeeming effect on the very soul of
this region of our country."
Sophomore public relations major
Emily Stanford thinks that, "he was lucky to
get those 40 years free. It hurts to know that
murders were ignored 40 years ago, but it
would feel better to know that this man will
die in jail. Justice will be served."
John Davis, an attorney and a current
communications Jaw professor in the School
of Communications, believes that the conviction of Killen will definitely be a victory.
"After 40 years, enough Blacks are now in
places of political and civil power to ensure
that justice is done for other Black people.
The Killen trial will not reach historic media
time like the OJ Simpson/ (Scott) Peterson
trial, it would be wrapped up soon," Davis
said. Davis adds that the 40-year time span
will affect Killen's trial since the recollection
of evidence will be difficult.
"No matter when he is convicted, be
should get the life sentence because he took
a life. The only reason Killen got away with
the crime is because he killed a Black person," says junior psychology major Sheria
Andrews.

Thousands Are Relocated in
Somalia Due to the Tsunami
agent Jan Egeland has stated that, "the U.S. and other
Western nations have forgot,
Over 300 people were ten Somalia and other African
killed and more than 50,000 nations that were effected by
"
people were displaced and left the tsunami." The U.S. govhomeless in Somalia due to ernment has made vague offer
the horrific, biblical acclaim- for aid to Somalia. Althouih,
ing waves of the tsunami on the country's president was
Dec. 26, 2004. An estimated quoted saying that, "lhe
4,000 people in Northeastern promise for U.S. aid relief has
Somalia will have to move yet to be kept." Somalia's need
from their homes due to the for aid has gotten so drastic
massive waves that relocated that a flash appeal for rclief
the coastline.
has been issued by the United
Land area that once pro- Nations High Commissioner
vided food have been washed for Refugees.
out, clean water is scarce
Somali
Presidential
and contaminated water in spokesperson YusufMohamed
abundance. Somalia needs Ismail said that, "no emphasis
an estimated $13.1 million to or immediate coverage is being
aid their victims. But much placed there [in Somalia]."
of main stream media and "All we've heard about is the
humanitarian efforts have pri- damage caused in Asian counmarily focused on Asian coun- tries," said freshman political
tries, which where drastically science major Britney Davis.
effected, and have silenced Davis further reiterates that
the need for assistance in the news has been unbalanced
Somalia.
by not mentioning damage
Secretary of State Colin and the need for aid in African
Powell's and Florida's gover- nations. Since Americans
nor Jeb Bush made a tsuna- have no economic interest in
mi fact finding tour, but no Somalia, no one seems to care
African nations were includ- about their problems.
ed. United Nations relief
Unfortunately, this is a
BY SIMONE STEPHENSON
Contributing Writer

~

Somalia's president Abdullahi Yusuf Ahmed reports that
little effort has been made to cover his country's damage
from the tsunami.

tentative number, for Somalia
lacks the infrastructure to
assess the damages. This is
primarily due to a 13-year
streak of no governmental
control. Much of the aid needed is due to a containination
of their drinking water, which
was already in low amounts.
The tsunami has added
insult to a previously injured
country.
Somalia has been rav-

aged from a 13-year civil war,
drought and political neglect.
Somalia's anr.\1al fishing season bas been severely cut, fishing housing units have been
destroyed, and a large amount
of fishing equipment that creates livelihood for many gone.
Many cattle herders suffered
huge losses when much of
their cattle grazing land was
damaged due to the waves.

Allen Named New Policy Adviser By Bush
BY JONATHAN DAVIS
Contributing Writer

The National Stonewall
Democrats (NSD) issued a
statement on Thursday saying
that President George W. Bush
named Black Republican super
conservative ClaudeA. Allen the
new Domestic Policy Adviser of
the White House.
According to a report from
the website of the Republican
National Convention Blog, NYC
2004 the three time passer of
the Bar in Pennsylvania (1991),
District of Columbia (1992) and
Virginia (1995) will be filling in
the position previously held by
Margaret Spellings.
"Claude Allen has been a
valuable member of my administration since 2001, helping to
improve the health and welfare
of all Americans," President
Bush said. "He is a dedicated
public servant and a tireless
advocate for those in need. I
look forward to his continued
service in this new role as my
domestic policy adviser."
The Virginia native currently serves as its Deputy'
Secretary of Health and
Human Resources. He previously worked as Secretary for
Health and Human Resources
for the Office of the Governor
Commonwealth ofVirginia from
1998-2001. Allen served as the
Deputy Attorney General for the

'

w~w.cnn.tom

Black Conservative Republican Claude Allen was appointed
by Bush as his new Domestic Polley Adviser.

Office of the Attorney General
Commonwealth Virginia from
1997-1998 and was on the
Counsel to the Attorney General
from 1995-1997, according to
the website.
Allen, worked from 19911995 as an associate at Baker
& Botts, L.L.P. He also seI'Ved
as a professional staff member
of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee from 1985-1987.
A number of pro-family
groups respect the decision that
President Bush has made.
According to a statement
that Family Research Council
,'

President Tony Perkins made,
the 1982 graduate of the
University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill and 1990 Juris
Doctorate graduate of Duke
University School of Law is the
one voice that will make all the
difference. "His new post within
the White House suggests that
the 'values voter' will have a
strong voice within the administration on policy decisions
affecting the family."
According to the family
organization, Allen's new position will put him in charge of
molding the administration's

policy on domestic issues. Peter
Brandt, the ministry's senior
director of government and
public policy feels Allen has a
great grasp on how to promote
domestic problems.
"Allen bas a distinguished
history as a champion for policies designed to build strong
families and strong marriages,
going back to his days in the
state government of Virginia,"
Brandt said. "He has been very
strong as the number two man
at HHS (Health & Human
Services), and we believe Allen
will serve the president well.
There are some people
however, like Teny McAuliffe,
chairman of the Democratic
National Committee (DNC),
and Dave Noble, the executive
director of National Stonewall
Democrats (NSD) feel that the
appointment of Claude Allen as
Policy Adviser was a poor decision. Noble says that the designer of domestic policy should be
one who is advocated by every
American family.
McAuliffe feels that Allen's
appointment is "disappointing
and appalling." McAuliffe told
democrats.org, "If Bush wants
someone with a history of intol- ·
erance to set domestic policy for
the country, then the American
people are in for a difficult four
years."
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HOMECOMING 2005
· WANTS YOUHH
Available Positions:
, : Vice-Chair
Op:e rations Manager
Public Relations Director
Pageant Coordinator
Com,e dy Show Coordinator
Fashion Show Coordinator
Step Show Coordinator
Vending Coordinator
Assistant Coordinator
Chair's Assistant
Treasurer's Assistant
Operation's Assistant
Office Assistant
•

(
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APPLICATIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE
. . Office of Student Activities
Blackburn University
Center,
Suite
117
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Multi-Million Dollar
Shopping Center
BLVD, from Campus A2

work on the premises to make
sure that everyone enjoys him
Multiplex Movie Theatre, Sports or herself on the premises.
Authority and more.
These real life moms and dads
Tiffany Russell, a PG County work side-by-side with on-site
resident said, "I especially like security officers on Friday and
DSW Shoes; every woman's best Saturday evenings.
friend is a brand new pair of
Scooter Monroe is continudesigner shoes for a discounted ously looking for responsible,
. "
pnce.
enthusiastic volunteers from
Joshua Mercer; resident of the community who are willForestville, Md., said, "I like the ing to help ensure the success
new Centre because of its versa- of the Boulevard at the Capital
tility. There are many shops and Centre and the Magic Theatre.
restaurants."
"Volunteers will receive special
In order to keep The discounts at participating retailBoulevard at Capital Centre at ers and the Magic Theatre ~or
its best, the Cordish Company their time and effort," Monroe
has created a prograJ11 called said.
Mighty Moms and Dedicated
For contact information,
Dads. This group consists of Monroe can be reached at
1noms and dads in the commu- Scooter@cordish.com.
nity who wish to volunteer to

....

Come grab a story at the budget meeting
on Tuesday@ 7:00 PM
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Many Howard Students Don't Get Enough Sleep
Can't Sleep,
Won't Sleep
BY KEITH LAING
Life & Style Editor

It's 6:49 a.m. and I'm finishing
Lifelines before I find my bed.
That should tell you everything
you need to know 'about me and·
my turbulent relationship with
sleep.
Like most college students,
sleep is a valuable commodity
to me. l think, at this point, I
might even rank it higher than
money, and often throughout
my three and a half years around
this camp, I've put it before
grades too. I'm good for turning
off the computer and ignoring
everything around me in search
of nocturnal bliss.
I remember once upon a time,
whei1 I had time for things like
naps. Those were the good ol'
days, except for the fact that they
•r~rely occurrei:l. While all my
friends were napping after class,
I was watching Rap City. Then
I starting Rubberband Man-ing
and whatnot, and now I have a
sleep deficit that resembles the
national deficit.
I'd say on average I get around
four hours of sleep a day. Usually,
after carrYirig out vai-ious<t:lu"f:resfor all my activities, and oh yeah,
going to class, I come home and
try to be pi:oductive while still
enjoying being a senior. And
before I know it, it's 3 a.m.
Now, I'll admit that I entirely
spend too nluch time !Ming
people. And I'll also admit that
TheFacebook is like really good
crack · (it's so addictive!). But
that doesn't excuse the fact
that my dearest friends have
started caUing me a zombie. I
just don't know how I feel about
being compared to a creature of
the night, especially if it's only
because I was up late writing
Lifelines.
But I digress.
It wasn't this way before I
came to HU. In high school, no
matter what, I got my eight hours
of beauty sleep. Then I got here,
and eight became seven and next
thing '1 know. five was a good
night. It's like the closer I got to
124 credits, the Jess sleep I was
allowed. They definitely don't
tell you that during orientation.
So while everyone else is
making New Year's Resolutions
to be nicer, lose weight, or be
more punctual, l'in resolving to
get more sleep, by any ineans
necessary. No n1ore late night
editing sessions, ·· no more
emergency phone calls about the
next day's activities and no more
a.m. website updating. Basically,
I'm instituting office hours on
my life.
It's all because I'rµ serious
.a bout sleep. It's : th~ one thing
J'm doing differently in 2005.
So as long as I'm 'not snoring, if
you see me in class dozing, don't
wake me up.' Just applaud me for
sticking to my resolution.

We were going to lecture
Keith Laing about actually
responding to your inquiries
this semester, but he's asleep at
his keyboard. We tried yelling,
screaming and even kicking
him, but he's out like the lights
in the West Towers the other
day. But send your thoughts to
life_ n_styleo405@yahoo.com
anyway. We'll stick them under
his pillow and hope that he can
stil.! read them after he wipes off
all the drool.

BY BRITTNEY JOHNSON

entirely. McClure said that she never
gets enough sleep.
There are only 24 hours to work · "I get about three to four hours of
within each day. Between going to class, sleep a night," she said. "Cheerleading
work, watching TV,' clubbing and spend- is at six a.m., I'm taking 22 hours, and
ing quality time with the friends, who I stay up . late dealing with leadership
positions in campus organizations and
needs sleep?
Actually, everyone does. Doctors studying."
Such a lack of sleep can leave stuhave long encouraged people to average
at least eight hours of sleep. However, dents extremely tired and unprepared to
according to the Atlanta Journal successfully handle the gruesome cycle.
There are many factors that contribConstitution (AJC), researchers believe
that many teenagers and college stu- ute to the onset and the continuation
dents may be displaying signs of sleep of sleep deprivation. The academic and
social pressures associated with college ·
deprivation.
The article states that research are the main reasons why many say they
shows that during the second decade of can't get to sleep. Day after day, night
life, teenagers need between nine and after night, students continue to sacrifice
online.
Clarence Stewart Jr., a health pronine and a half hours of sleep per night. sleep to study, party or even talk
For instance, freshman physical fessions advisor for the university, said
But high school, and especially college,
therapy major Justin Spears said he such a. cycle could prove harmful for
students often fail to realize the
~
gets about four to six hours of sleep a stqdents.
impor tanceof
~~
~
night. "The Facebook and AOL Instant
sleep as =-~ ~
•
See SLEEP, News 87
Messenger will definitely ke~p you
theyspeed .
~
up," he
through
said.
their over- '
\
' '(
crowded ·
schedules.
Many ~
HU. students ~
are extremely active and
BY JANA HOMES
to a pajama party to a normal
Hilltop Staff Writer
party, people would look at
have organizational duties
them and then talk about them
The
trendy
fashion
sense
on top of rig•
the next day, especially if it was
of
Howard
University
students
a
female/' Wheeler said. "But
orous
class
has
long
been
established.
On
schedules, which
any given day, students can be at a pajama party, you can do
eauses some, like
seen roaming the campus like that. I don't want to see people
sophomore film
it was a runway in Paris. But show up in what they actually
production major
does all that style carry over to sleep in. As for what I wear
Marcell McClure, to
the night?
when I go to sleep, I will keep
forego rest almost
One loo!,< at the line of any that to myself."
Though Wheeler would not
campus pajan1a parties would
divulge his nighttime attire,
lead one to think they were there are other students who
doing photo shoots every evehave no qualms about telling
ning. However, some do not
believe that these ensembles it like it is when it comes to
BY KENDRA TURNER
hour, exhausted each morning
"Most people who have
Contributing Writer
reflect the truth about the noc- pajamas.
because their brains never got sleep apnea snore, but most
.
'Tm not that into pajapeople who snore don't
Some students may find a deep enough sleep."
turnal fashions of the average
,, S 'th ·a "I'
t t
student.
mas, m1 sa1 . 1n no ge This
exhaustion
can
lead
have
sleep
apnea,"
Mellman
themselves yawning · exces"When we went to the '· ting fully dressed, just to go to
sively during class or falling to constant yawning and fall- . explained. "Typically, people
.
,
.
bed. I do buy some sets and
asleep while doing sinlple ing asleep. In the some of the snore because the ainvay is
S1g1na s .paJama. party, we saw stu' ff l'k
. ,s
1 e tha t from v·1ct ona
more
relaxed
during
sleep
tasks. Others wake up to the worst cases, suffers have fallen
. a lot of interesting outfits, but S
t b t h I' · t l k
I
don't
buy
that
people
really
.
ecre
' u w ~n m JUS oo and
breathing
creates
cersound of their roommates asleep at the wheels of their
"
·d
f
h
mg
for
somethmg to wear on a
sleep like th at , · sait' res man
.
b as1s,
. 1 h'it th e Target.,,
complaining about their loud vehicles, causing fatal car tain vibrations that can cause
1
.
regu
ar
1ega1 commun1ca 10ns maJor ·
. snoring.
crashes. "The main symptom noise, but snoring is worse in
d
. .
Khia
Smith.
"Even
though
An
on
campus,
it
1s not
Many think nothing of it of sleep apnea is pathological more dramatic cases of sleep
.
d h rt t
only the female students who
I wear a shut
and simply attribute it to their sleepiness," said Dr. Thomas apnea."
an s o s o
£ · li · · h · l
bed,
the
ones
I
wore
that
night
opt
or s1mp city in t eu s eepWith
this
being
the
case,
late night study habits, how- Mellman,
a
psychiatrist
wear.
might have been a little more
ever, according to the Atlanta who performs sleep-related snorers shouldn't fret, because
"I wear boxers to.bed, but
revealing and a bit cuter than a I'd wear sweats to a pajama
Journal-Constitution (AJC), research on Howard's cam- more than likely, they do not
suffer from the sleep disorder.
lot of other things I could have
there is a direct link between pus.
worn."
party," said sophomore busiMellman also stressed the
"I have been told I snore
excessive snoring and yawnOther students, like soph- ness management major Remi
ing and the disorder called importance of treating sleep and I am somewhat concerned
omore international business Oguntoye. "But it's not reaUy
sleep apnea. With the recent . apnea because it is related to because it seems as though it
about wh.at we wear, when we
has gotten worse," freshman
major Chase Wheeler, agree
death of football hall-of-famer 'several health risks.
that a pajama party is the time go. Because half of the stuff we
Reggie White believed to be
These risks include high finance major Rakelle Burnett
wear is what you'd see us .in,
for out of the ordinary sleep
. linked to sleep apnea, this blood pressure and other car- ' said. · "I think it is because
ensembles.
just walking around campus all
issue is receiving inore atten- diovascular diseases, memory my tonsils look like they have
"People should not wear day. A guy in sweat pants and a
tion than ever before.
problems, weight gain, and increased in size. I am taking
what they sleep in to a pajama wife-beater is nothing new."
The AJC defines sleep headaches. It generally affects medication now and hopefully
party," Wheeler said. "But the
Oguntoye also makes specapnea as a disorder in which ovenveight, middle-aged men, it works, if not I will resort to
point of a pajama party is to ulations as to the reality behind
"sufferers actually quit breath- but can strike anyone at any. having my tonsils removed. I
give people a sense of security the myili of the night clothes of
ing for 10 to 30 seconds at · age, even children. Statistics don't think it is as serious as
about wearing very little cloth- the opposite sex.
a time as their throat mus- show that persons that are sleep apnea."
1
ing to a party."
"Girls sleep in sweats or
"I yawn a lot, but I don't
des temporarily coUapse. substantially obese are more
"If someone showed up pjs, I think," he said. "We all see
at risk to suffer from the con- snore," sophomore fashion
They jerk awake to gasp in dition.
merchandising Aikeisha Jones
wearing what they would wear
See PJS, News 87
air more than 10 times in an
said. "I think I. yawn a lot
because of going to sleep at
three in the morning and having to wake up for nine a.m.
classes. I don't get enough
rest. I also think that not eat-·
ing healthy has something to
do with it."
Despite those facts, Jones
said she does not make too
much of the warnings.
"I don't think it is more
serious than that," she said.
"I am n_ot really concerned, if
I take care of myself better I
think it will decrease."
Jones is not the only s~u
dent unconcerned with sleep
apnea. It simply does not seem
Tia Goodson- Slaff Photogmphtr
Patrle:k Jorclnn-StaN' Photogrnpher
to be on the radar of most colDespite their elaborate outfits at campus pajama p.arties,
The recent death of foot ball legend Reggie White,
lege students. For instance,
many students prefer to k,e ep it simple in their sleep attire.
believed to be caused by sleep apnea, has drawn greater
freshman legal communica·Hilltop Staff Writer

The PJ s:
Sleepware Habits at Howard

More to Snores .Than Meets The Ear

attention to the disorder.

I

See .SNORES, News 87
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Some People Have Looks to Die For
BY MORGAN MOORE
Contributing Writer

Many believe that all of life's perks are
reserved for the pretty people. They get
the best jobs, the best dates and the best
opportunities. And now, as if all of that
were not enough, a recent study says that
they get to live longer tO'o.
According to the Atlarita JournalConstitution (AJC), researchers at the
Evolution and Human Behavior Science
Journal released the results of their study
on the parallels of attractiveness and longevity, finding that pretty faces live longer
than those who don't get as many double
looks.
The article states that J oshua
Henderson of the University of Waterloo
and professor Jerry Anglin began the
study with 50 yearbook photos of 17-yearolds in the 192o's and then had them rated
for their attractiveness by 20 modern day
students. They then compared the death
records of those same people with their
ratings. The men who were rated highly lived on average 76 years and those
with the not so pretty faces averaged only
69 years. The women studied received
the same results. Those rated as beautiful lived to be 76 and those who weren't
such head-turners on average lost three
years on their life span. Based on the
results, scientists reached the conclusion
that "facial attractiveness in adolescence
is predictive of future longevity.n
This has caused some, like junior psychology major Keyshia Norris, to say that
it seems that being a beautiful baby means
much more than landing a Gerber commercial.
· "I've always been the cute one out
of my group of friends but never really
wanted to be outward about it," she said.
"It's nice to know that I'm going to get
something out of this later."
Not everyone was in agreement
with Norris or the study's findings. For
instance, sophomore international business major Keith Elliott said he doesn't
agree with the study in the least. .
"You can't link attractiveness to Ion-

x'"
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Pa1rkk Jaekson· Slaff Pbotognph<r

;\ll"edo f\lt 1andt,. Staff Photognphtr

The off-the-shoulder sweater has traditionally been a favorite
of women trying to be both warm and sexy

A controversial new study shows that " pretty" people tend to live longer than
their less attractive counterparts.

gevity and, even if it were possible, who's
to say who's attractive and who isn't," he
said. ''What's pretty to me may not be
pretty to the next person."
In the report, Henderson also notE\d
that many believe that attractive people
have better jobs, make more money and
have more sexual partners. They believe
that pretty people's social status is higher
than their less attractive counterparts,
which would make it possible that the
things to prolong life, such as better health
care and the luxury of aesthetic maintenance, are more readily available to them
than others.
"I agree that beautiful people live
less stressful lives," sophomore broadcast journalism major Justin Faust said.
"I think beauty and good looks should be
rewarded. What better way than a longer
life span."
Henderson said he expects that his
findings would be disturbing to some.

"I guess it's the idea that there are
so many benefits of being attractive, that
people find kind of unfair," he said in the
article.
Faust, however, said he does not think
that there's anything unfair about pretty
people living longer than everyone else.
"That's just how the world works and,
if the study .is true, I hope to live till I'm
250," Faust said.
If this theory turns out to be true,
ladies can go ahead and spend tons of
money on creams to keep that youthful
glow, and gentlemen can continue with
that "metrosexual" beauty product regimen. Apparently, it can only help. But
the next time a cute girl or guy walks by,
just think that there's one more thing
about them to hate.

Doctors Encourage People to Keep it
Real With Health Related Resolutions
BY CHARLAE WASHINGTON
Hilltop Staff Writer

For many, with the New
Year and the new semester,
come new attitudes. Students
are inspired to begin positive
new habits and trends, and a
common one is usually weight
loss.
With spring just a couple
of months away, students have
kicked their workout plans
into gear, and launched a program of dieting and exercising.
However, health professionals
are encouraging students to
exercise pragmatism in their
goal setting.
For his part, Damien
Robinson, a freshman political
science major, said he has started a three-pronged program
to help students lose weight,
strength train and increase cardiovascular fitness.
"I started the program this
semester," Robinson said. "A
Tio r.oochon· Scarr Pholoi:raphrr
couple of my friends wanted to Doctors encourage people interested in losing weight to make realistic goals and not be disSee HEALTH, News 87 couraged by a lack of Immediate results.

Get That Shirt Off
Your Shoulder
BY YASMINE PARRISH
Contributing Writer

When rapper Jay-Z instructed listeners to brush their shoulders off, the women of Howard
University apparently heard him
loud and clear. From midday on
the yard to late nights at the
club, girls can be spotted wearing off-the-shoulder sweaters
everywhere.
The off-the-shoulder sweater is a winter fashion classic.
It arose in the 1980s as workout wear and has gone past the
dance studio and gym into people's everyday wardrobe.
"I love them because even if
my stomach is not at its flattest
state I can throw on an off-theshoulder sweater and still look
sexy," freshman sports medicine
major Felicia Harvard said.
Harvard is . not alone in
believing that the off-the-shoulder sweater is a form-flattering
piece for every girl because of its
forgiving silhouette.
Janelle Erlichman Diamond
of The Washington Post
describes the sweater as "the
sweet and sour chicken of the
clothing world: part bulk and
warmth, part sass and sexy."
However, though this is one
of the hottest trends for winter,
not everyone is as enchanted
with the sweater.
"Most off-the-shoulder tops
don't stay put," senior psychology major Aisha Parker said.
"They are cute but not really
practical. It's too cold for all of
that."
Fans of the sweater have said
that there are ways to get around
exposing too much skin to the
elements, should one desire to
cover up, yet still stay trendy.
"It's a versatile fit for day or
night," Emily Leon, a spokeswoman for American Eagle
Outfitters, told The Washington

Post. "You can layer over anything from a camisole to a
graphic tee."
Despite the versatility of
the piece, one must still consider whether or not the amount
of shoulder shown is appropriate for the venue. A peek of the ,
top of the shoulder blade might
read, "Take me home to mama"
while a full view of the clavicle
might say, "I'm the next Esther
Baxter."
Some may scoff, but many
people like freshman J essica
Donner believe that the shoulders are an underrated part of
female body.
·
"Off-the-shoulder sweaters
are sexy because the shoulder
is one of the sexiest parts of
your body," Donner said. "When
someone sees bare shoulders
it gives the illusion of nudity
because there is no bra strap
shO\ving."
But, as opposed to taking
risks, some students like junior
Heather Jackson play it safe by
not wearing sweaters that dip
any lower than shoulders.
"Anything below the shoulder blade is just not tasteful,"
Jackson said.
As with any female fashion trend, guys seem to have
just as much interest in then1
as women. In the case of the
off-the-shoulder sweater, there
are pretty strong opinions about
which girls should wear these
Sos inspired sweaters, and
when.
"If you ain't sexy \vith
it, don't wear it," said sophomore management major Lucas
Smith. "If you know you don't
look right in it, don't wear it.
Don't embarrass yourself- it's
common sense."
No matter how opinions differ on the matter, off-the-shoulder sweaters are classic and may
never go out of style.

Legend Fans Get Lifted at Concert
BY NICOLE REED

his album, which set the mellow and at
. Throughout the entire evening it was
the same time energized atmosphere of the obvious that Legend was enjoying himself
Lots of ordinary people caught a glimpse evening. With each song, Legend seemed to and truly wanted to be performing in the
of the extraordinary J ohn Legend when the connect more and more with the audience, District. He was very humble as well, makartist gave a stellar performance on Saturday making eye contact with fans and smiling ing sure his band and backup singers were
night at Kili's Kafe in his first full band per- when they sang along with him. The concert recognized and thanking the audience memformance since the release of his album, Get was more than merely a performance of bers for their support.
popular songs; Legend seemed to put his
Once the original 15-song set was over,
Lifted.
The sold out concert, which was attend- heart and soul into the lyrics of each of his Legend returned to the stage for a three song
ed by hundreds of Howard students and songs. He was not putting on a fat;ade for his encore after cheering and chanting from the
local residents, was exactly what would be admirers but being his true self while per- audience. The encore consisted of hits from
expected from an artist whose debut album forming. He seemed to be enjoying himself Legend's current album and also a rendition
hit number one during its first week of so much that it was hard to believe he had of a hit Stevie Wonder song.
When the concert came to a close the
sales and is currently number four on the done another show earlier in the evening.
Though each of his songs was performed second time, fans rushed to the lower level
Billboard 200, as well as number one on the
flawlessly, "Ordinary People" and "So High" of Kili's where they could purchase t-shirts
Billboard R&B/ Hip Hop albums.
Legend's soulful performance sluggishly seemed to move both Legend and the audi- and receive autographs from the talented
followed that of Rashida J olley, the 2000 ence more than the others. "Ordinary People" artist.
"I love performing· in D.C.," said
Miss District of Columbia, who opened for was sung in an exceptionally soulful manner
Legend. Her performance, which was slight- and caused many fans to raise their phones Legend, who was also here for Homecom.i ng
ly over energized, only made the audience so that Legend's voice could be transferred in October. "It was different [this time]
to others. "So High" was Legend's favorite because I had my band with me and people
more anxious for Legend's.
His set began with the title track from track of the evening because he said it felt know more of the songs, but I loved perexceptionally spiritual.
forming at Howard." Grade: A+
Hiiitop Staff

Nkol• Rttd,.SlalT Pho1ographtr

Emerging R&B artist John Legend brought plenty of soul with
him to the District for his recent performance at a local club.
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The Office of Student Activities would like to
recognize all of the student 9rganizations that have
contributed funds to aid in the relief of the tsunami
disaster that affected Southern Asia and East Africa. .
'
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Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc, Beta Chapter
Arts and Scie~ce Student Council
Chapel Assistants
Chocolate City Club
Howard University Community ·c hoir
Howard University Gospel Choir
Howard University Red Cross
HUPAT
Kappa Psi Pharmaceutical Fraternity
Living Stones
Muslim Student Association
National Society of Collegiate Scholars
New Jersey Club
NewYorkClub Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc, Alpha Chapter
Sigma G.a mma Rho Sorority Inc, Alpha Phi Chapter
Talented Tenth
Tau Beta Sigma, National Honorary Band Sorority
Texas Club
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Any other student organizations that have begun to
raise funds or.would like to contribute to the disaster
relief program please contact the Office of Student
•
Activities.
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My Em9tional
Rollercoaster
BY ASHLEY ROSS
Sports Editor

,

"Miss are you okay?" asked a
distant concerned voice. But as
my eyes involuntarily closed and
my body became stiff, I could not
utter a response. "Miss ... " came
the voice again but it was soon
drowned out by a loud crash and
then screams.
¥.Then I opened my eyes I
saw four menus scattered across
the table before me and a stout
woman frowning up in my face.
A split second later her expression softened -when she saw the
tears threatening to flow from
my eyes.
"He missed," I managed to
whisper.
·
"He what?" she snapped
while gathering the menus I had
dropped before her.
"He missed! Th.e game is
going into overtime!" I exclaimed
with a wide grin.
·And as this rare emotional
moment in my life passed and
the woman and her companions
forgave my clumsiness with their
laughter, I wished I was back
home freezing my limbs off in
Heinz Stadium celebrating the
field goal only divine intervention could stop.
The Pittsburgh Steelers went
on to beat the New York Jets
this past Saturday in overtime
20-17. Although I would love to
sit here and brag about the victory, it was an ugly game to say
the least. When Santana Moss
ran for a 75-yard TD off a punt
return, I reasoned the number
one defense in the league was
allowed to let one slip away. But
when rookie QB Big Ben threw
two big intercepti~ns and veteran RB Jerome Bettis fumbled
the ball during a clutch drive
in the fourth, dismay 'consumed
my face. That was not my invincible 15-1 team struggling on the
field before me. So as much
as it pains me to not to devote
this entire column to my favorite
team from 'That City', I thought
it only fair and sportswomanlike to acknowledge the other
teams that did have solid wins
this past weekend.
Although all four teams left
in the conference championships were ranked among the top
ten defenses in the NFL during
the regular season, the Atlanta
Falcons and the New England
Patriots .have a little more confidence going into the championships this weekend with their
impressive win margins.
Holding the Rams offense to
a mere 77 net rushing yards, the
Falcon defense forced four sacks
and one interception. However,
the biggest upset of the weekend
occurred when the #2 ranked
Patriots defense did not allow the
league MVP Peyton Manning a
single touchdown. No one could
guess the New l):ngland defense
would stop the fifth highest scor- .
ing team in NFL history dead
in their tracks, let alone leave
Manning scoreless in the wake.
· So what does this 'mean
for my long ago prediction of
an
all-Pennsylvania Super
Bowl? Can rookie sensation Ben
Roethlisberger overcome the
rookie QB curse against the New
England defense? Not to mention the conference title jinx that
has plagued the Philadelphia
Eagles for three consecutive seasons. Without their all-pro WR
Terrell Owens, can the Eagles
make it to their first Super Bowl
in 24 years?
No one can truly say.
However, come this Sunday,
there is one thing I can absolutely guarantee to everyone reading
this column.. .! will not fumble
anymore menus.

---···
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PITTSBURGH
STEELERS After the
Steelers dodged the bullet Saturday, rookie QB Ben
Roethlisberger commented to
the Associated Press, "I did
everything I could to lose the
game. I've got to play better.
That was terrible. The game we
played today is not going to cut
it." Matching up this weekend
against the same New England
defense that' shattered their
dreams of a 2002 AFC title, the
Steelers will have their work
cut out for them.
Despite the.odds mounting
against them, the Steelers ·
have the advantage

field. Blood, sweat and tears
will be left on Heinz Field this
Sunday, the very same location
where the Steelers delivered the
Patriots their first loss of the
season and ended their phenomenal 21-game win streak in
a 34-20 upset.
But the Steelers versus
Patriots match-up is an all too
familiar one for n1any. This
will be the fourth time the two
teams have met in the playoffs since 1996. Steelers Head
Coach Bill Cowher told t h e e
Pittsburgh P~st Gazette, "New
England, obV1ously, knows how
to peak at the right time of the
year. That is why they are the
defending champions. We are
looking forward to a very big ·
challenge next Sunday at Heinz
Field."
Anticipating some surprises from the Patriots
defense, Roethlisberger added,
"Everybody.in the locker room
knows that we have to step it up
big time because (the Patriots)
are a phenomenal football team
both offensively and defensivethe game that we played
the Jets) is not going

L
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NEW
ENGLAND
PATRIOTS-QuarterbackTom
Brady gave the Patriots defense
all the credit for their victory this
past Sunday over Colts. "I think
our defense is what made this
game successful. Three points
to one of the best offenses in
the history of football is incredible," Brady commented to the
Associated Press.
For the second year in a row,
the Patriots defense denied the
Colts an opportunity to advance
to the conference championship.
•~er cpnpleting a rec~rd breaking 49 touchdowns this season,
league MVP Peyton Manning
could only say, "It·was an excellent run, a fine year. But when
you finish with a loss in the playoffs, you can't be happy about it.
Eventually, it will be our time....
All I can think about right now is
losing this game."
Along with their defense, RB
Corey Dillon is an element the
Steelers cannot overlook offensively. Detained to the sidelines
with a thigh injury during their
last match-up with the Steelers,
Dillon ran for 1,635 yards this
season, (the third most in the

NFL). In an interview with the
Pittsburgh ·Post Gazette, Steelers
linebacker Larry Foote acknowledged how Dillon's presence will
present new challenges. "When
we played them, they didn't
really try to run it. Corey Dillon,
when he's there, it's in the game .
plan they're going to give him
his touches. They're even more
dangerous when they can run
it. You know what Tom Brady
can do, but if Dillon is running
well, it's going to be a long day
for anybody."

•
PHI LADE
IA
EAGLES - The Philadelphia
Eagles victory over the
Minnesota Vikings captured
them their fourth straight NFC
divisional title. After nearly
a month of rest, the Eagles
soared again to .victory without their ace in the hole wide
receiver Terrell Owens. "I just
try to run the offense and do it
the right way, whether we have
T.O. out there or not," McNabb
told the Philadelphia Inquirer.
But the Eagles defense
led by DE Jevon Kearse, LB
Jeremiah Trotter, CB Lito
Sheppard and CB Sheldon
·Brown cannot go .unnoticed.

Allowing only 260 points to
their opponents this season,
the fewest in their conference,
the Eagles defense will truly be
tested this Sunday against one
of the most exciting quarterbacks in the league.
When the Philadelphia
Inquirer asked Eagles Head
Coach Andy Reid about QB
Michael Vick he commented,
"He's a heck of a player. We'll
have to come up with something to contain him."
The Falcons, with the
league-leading rush attack
along with Vick, who is almost
impossible to contain in the
pocket, will prove to be an
interesting match-up against
the undersized Eagles. The last
time Atlanta even came close
f9 a Super Bowl win was in
1998 playoff loss to the Denver
Broncos. But Falcons Head
Coach Jim Mora is confident
things will be this time around.
In a post game interview, Mora
tE>ld the Associated Press, "Our
team is ready to accept the challenge. We'll go up there confident, have a good plan and feel
good about ourselves."

To

The
Super
Bowl

ATLANTA
FALCONS
- Besides· containing Michael
Vick, Eagles defensive coordinator Jim Johnson will also
have his hands full with running backs Warrick Dunn and
T.J. Duckett, and CB Allen
Rossum who set a new NFL
playoff record on three punt
returns.
Rossum, who had 152 total
yards, a 50.7 yard avg., surpassed the 143-yard record set
by Minnesota's Anthony Carter.
Dunn almost matched Rossum
with 142 yard for 17 carriers.
Falcons Head Coach Jim Mora
told the Associated Press, "We
like to say in the locker room
that the best player on our
team is our team. We proved ·
that tonight ·with the way we
played." In looking forward to
their ensuing battle with the
Eagles, Mora and his team do
not feel any pressure. "We're
going to go up there, not feel
'any pressure, let it roll and see
if we can do something."
However, on the defensive end, the Falcons must also
be aware of Eagles RB Brian
Westbrook. With 73 receptions

for 703 yards during the regular
season, Westbrook caught 14
more receptions than the entire
Atlanta backfield. Add to that,
his five catches and TD this past
Sunday and the Falcons have
no other choice but to keep a
close eye on Westbrook and
the rest of the Eagles offensive
weapons.

Nash, Phoenix Suns Light NBA Teams On Fire
BY BRADLEY WETE
Contributing Writer

The Phoenix Suns are on
pace to win 70 games this season. Accomplishing this goal
would make them the first
team to do so since the 19951996 Chicago Bulls championship team that won 72 games
that year.
So far the Suns have the
NBA's best record at 31-6.
Their early success is a result
of the growth of a young player
and the addition of an all-star
veteran over the summer.
Twen ty-two - year-o Id
Phoenix
forward · Amare
Stoudemire
has
steadily
improved since the Suns drafted him at 19 years old in 2002
out of high school. He was the
Rookie of the Year, scoring

13 points per game and grabbing eight rebounds a game.
During his sophomore season, Stoudemire averaged 20
points and nine rebounds.
But this year, Stoudemire
is ranked fourth in the league
in scoring at 26 points per
game and he is in contention
for the league's Most Valuable
Player title: On January 5,
he scored a career high of 50 .
points against the Portland
Trailblazers.
"It feels great to do it at the
young age of 22,'' Stoudemire
said in a post game interview
with CBS Sportsline. "That's
the tip of the iceberg." It wasn't
all power, because a lot of
moves were finesse out there,''
said the 6 foot 10 inch forward,
who also had 11 r.ebounds in
the victory. "The power moves

AP Pho1o/Douglas c. Pizac

Free agent Dallas Mavericks· Point Guard Steve Nash
signed with Phoenix this past summer.

_..___________________
,
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allow me to finesse it up and
catch them off guard."
Phoenix also has another
Most Valuable Player candidate on their roster. Steve Nash
was acquired from the Dallas'
Mavericks over the summer.
The 6 foot 3 inch point guard
is responsible for the Suns
uptempo style of play this
season. In their 122-107 win
against the Shaquille O'Neal
led Miami Heat on January
12, he had 16 points and 16
assists. Nash's quickness and
court vision help him get the
most out of his teammates on
every offensive possession. He
leads the NBA in assists with
11.l per game.
"Steve Nash is the motor
that makes the car run,"
said Indiana Pacers forward
Jermaine O'Neal. "They have
a lot of great athletes and a
lot of guys who can score and
do special things, but without
Steve Nash doing the things
he does, it makes it tough for
them to score."
"Just right now it's fitting all together,'' Phoenix
· coach Mike D'Antoni told
The Washington Post. "Nash
makes it look easy, and the
other guys make it look easy.
They play off each other. This
Stoudemire is ranked fourth in
is probably our best stretch points per game.
we've had all year."
Though Nash had confi"I don't know that I've
dence in his team from the seen a quicker team in my 10
start, he did not expect such a years in the league," Miami
great start.
coach Stan Van Gundy told
"I thought right away we'd Tiie Washington Post after the
be a good team," Nash said game. "They've got great athin an ESPN interview. "But I letes at every position."
didn't know, obviously, that
Sophomore history major
we'd have this many. wins at Dale Cooper thinks that the
this point in the season.
Suns defense is the reason they

AP/Dnrron Cun1mJng.i

the league in scoring at 26

are successful. "They do things
that are sound defensively. It's
more than just running up and
down on offense. Their offensive style resembles the Dallas
Mavericks, but they play way
better defense."
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Hicks Leads Lady Bison and MEAC
BY CARYN GRANT
Hilltop Staff Writar

All Pro Photograph)

Hicks is the leading scorer In the MEAC and is among the top
35 score rs in the NCAA.

Leading scorer in the MidEastern Athletic Conference
(MEAC), two-time MEAC Player
of the Week selection, and one of
the top 35 scorers in the NCAA
are all titles that 5'8", senior
point guard Daisha Hicks has
earned this season. However,
Lady Bison Head Coach Cathy
Parson points to Hicks' leadership and willingness to learn,
as well as her ability to score, as
her greatest attributes.
"Daisha has been our point
guard since her freshman year,
and has emerged as a leader
over the years," Parson said.
"It has been such a joy to coach
her, because she is an example
of the q.·pe of player that you try
to emulate."
Teammate Tracie Suggs
agreed, "As one of our captains,
Daisba is such a great leader and
she brings a calming presence to
the game," the sophomore center commented. "The sound of
her voice alone is calming in an
intense situation."
"I see my role on this team
as being a leader on and off of
the court," Hicks said. "I try
to be someone teammates can
come to for support, look up to
and emulate."
This giving attitude is both
acknowledged and appreciated
by her fellow Lady Bison players. "If anyone needs help, she's
the first to offer it. Daisba is like
the direct connection between
the players and the coaches. So
if we have a problem, we can
talk to Daisha and she'll discuss
it with the coach," Suggs said.
"She also wrote out our play-

book, which she didn't have to
do."
Taking the initiative to draw
a playbook for the entire team is
yet another example of the type
of leader Daisha Hicks is on this
basketball team. "[Hicks] is such
a fine person, student and player. Daisha is the type of person
that will go on in life and become
a great leader," Parson said.
As a graduating senior, Hicks'
teammates and coaches· agree
that she has truly embraced the
then1e of Howard University,
"Leadership for America and
the Global Community."
"I just hope to be remembered as being a part of the year
that began a successful winning
tradition in [Howard women's
basketball] program again. I
want people to remember that
this was the year," Hicks said.
With all of her awards and
success as a Lady Bison, Hicks
said that her most memorable
accomplishment was receiving a full scholarship to play at
Howard. "It was such an honor,"
she said.
The Lady Bison basketball
program· has been honored
with Hicks' contributions over
the years. "She will be greatly
missed. I miss her already with
the realization that she has to
commence," Parson said.
"There definitely will be a
void left [when Hicks graduates]," Suggs said. "But Daisha
is working with the other two
point guards now, so it won't be
a huge void."
While Hicks is serving as
a positive role model to her
younger teammates, there have
been people that have contributed to shaping her into the

person she is today. When
asked of her role model on the
court, Hicks explained that she
doesn't try to emulate anyone's,
style of play, but that WNBA
player Sheryl Swoopes would
be her on-the-court role model.
However, there was no hesitation when asked of her role
models in life. ,":My parents," she
answered. "They are such great
people and ¥ve taught nle a lot

about life; to be an individual,
strong and follow my faith. "
As Hicks graduates from the
School of Business, she is sure
to have a great impact on those
she comes in contact with in the
professional world - just as she
has had with Howard University
and the Lady Bison Women's
Basketball program.

All
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So far this s eason senior point guard Da isha Hicks has been
honored twice as the MEAC Player of the Week.

Pardon Demanded For Black Boxer ·.' Jack' Johnson·
BY KONAHE JERNIGAN
Hilltop Staff Writar

John
Arthur
"Jack"
Johnson's legacy ceases to be
a mere memory. Congressmen
and sports fans alike are fighting
to have the first Black heavyweight champion pardoned
from an unjust indictment and
imprisonment in 1913.
Filmmaker Ken Bums initiated the fight for Johnson's
pardoning in July of 2004 and
teamed up with civil rights leaders Senators John McCain and
Orrin Hatch who aided in filing
a petition for the case.
To date, the pardon has not
been awarded and boxing fans
are urging President Bush to
excuse Johnson. Supporters of
Johnson's pardon say that he
was unjustly convicted under the
Mann Act of 1910. The Mann Act
made the interstate transport of
women for immoral purposes
illegal. Senator McCain said, "A
gross and grave injustice was
done to Jack Johnson where a
law was perverted to send this
decent American to jail."
Johnson, who was the first

-r

African-American heavyweight
champion of the world and was
inclined to have relationships
with Caucasian women, and
paradoxically his relationship ~
with a young Caucasian woman
nametl Lucille Cameron (he
later married Cameron) sparked
attention and provided law
enforcement authorities with a
reason to investigate the proud
and resilient fighter.
Johnson's unblemished boxing record and immodest career
incited the Caucasian community. Johnson was unbeatable
in a time period where AfricanAmerican success was viewed
as ludicrous and scornful. The
starch.tb.001n
Caucasian community longed
for a boxer who would have the Congressmen and sports fans alike are fighting to have
strength to "knock" Johnson in "Jack" Johnson the first Black heavyweight champion parhis place; retired heavyweight doned for a violation of the Mann Act.
champion Jim Jeffries was com- publicized as a battle of racial African-Americans who openmissioned to restore the title supremacy and on J uly 4, 1910 ly spoke or displayed prideful
back to the Caucasian commu- the fight commenced. Johnson behavior regarding Johnson's
nity.
dominated the 15 round match victory. Dr. Michael Frazier,
Jeffries became known as and knocked Jeffries out-an assistant professor of Political
"The Great White Hope."
accomplishment no oi:her fight- Science commented, "Johnson
The Johnson-Jeffries fight er had ever made. The outcome was a symbol of Black Defiance.
was billed as "the fight of the of the match was a catalyst for Johnson fought during a time
century" and took place in racial tensions exploding across when gross levels of disrespect
Reno, Nev. The match became the country. Caucasians attacked for Blacks was the standard, but

Good Grades v. Great Season
BY SHA~I LOGAN

more concerned WithA..,s-and den atfiJet~ on e~ac
t m who
'B's. "
achieve eligibility an return
'track ancLfield team to campus full-time ch term.
member and junior. biology Teams that fall und~r a minimajor Jocelyn Kearny said, "IfA mum APR will lose s6holarships
my coach was fired due to a sim- when players who
academiilar reason, I'd be upset. A coach cally ineligibl ~heav the school.
like that is preparing us for the These scholafshi
once lost
outside world, since most of will can't be re-a'tarde for a year.
not be pro-athletes after school.
"These rM1es a good for all
It's his job to get us ready for players, espJ~iall ts as a people,
our careers as well §lS 11elping J>ecause at the p ular schools
us win."
they use the Black! thletes to get
The poor academic records money," said On\'f\ri Williams,
of student-athleteS' ~cross the a soccer player a~ sophomore
nation have been a concern for political scieqce ma' · r.
years. However, new academic.
Also, beg\nnin · the fall
reforms packaged b}'. the'NCAA of,..2005, accoi:ding
an artiwill be QUJ mto effect .for the cle in The Chronicle f Higher
2005-2006 acaaemic school Education, the ass9cia~~will
-year. With theses reforms many rank all 6,ooo DiVJ~\on~\ earns
anticipate significant changes by their.. Academic; Pro ress
for student-athletes on and off- Rates, which represen.t thf tperthe field or court.
centag"e of athletes complying
Some stjpulations included with the acade~mic-eli~ility
in this reform package. are the requirements. The
·cl~ went
Aca~emic I>rogress Rate (APR), on to say that sta g i 2007,
which is based roughly on a 50- teams faili~ to m t t fJ minipercent graduation rate over a _mum rate will be re-r iked by
five-year period. Tlle APR wtll s12ort. •
be based on the numb~£ stu-

---...-2---------Contributing Writer

For ~cades, student-athletes ha'~ become masters of
juggling both the burden of
classes 'th demanding practices. Ho veu, if a student-athlete
attend o~e of the many unitlia rely on a winning
seaso fo additional funding,
such
dents often fall under
press e fro\n school administrator and coaches to perform
well at ny cost.
Rec ntly at the University
of Notr Dame former coach
Tyrone illingham was fired in
Decembe amidst speculation
that he pu more emphasis on
academics o~r winning.
Thomas aiborn1a member
of the How
University football team said "I would be upset
if my coac~ was fired solely
because he as concerned with
us passing ilistead of winning.
We are stu fnt-athletes, notjust
athletes. o legiadministrators
in genera) 4re !i,\ore concerned
with W's ~d L' and should be

Johnson was able to challenge
those standards without being
put in jail."
The widespread hostilities
and conflicts across the country is
what reportedly sparked a federal investigation of Johnson's personal relationships. Authorities
originally charged Johnson with
abduction charges (J ohnson
allegedly crossed state lines with
Cameron against the protest of
her mother), however Johnson
was later convicted of violation
of the Mann Act. Johnson allegedly provided funds for Belle
Schreiber (another Caucasian
woman Johnson had a personal
relationship with) to cross state
lines and to open a house of
prostitution in Chicago.
Several motions to appeal,
discredit evidence and question the inotives of the investigation against Johnson were
filed. Regardless of such efforts
J ohnson served 10 months
in prison. Ken Burns, John
McCain and Orrin Hatch, as
well as Johnson supporters feel
that Johnson's pardon, though
Johnson is deceased and will
not profit nor benefit from it,

is still relevant. Senior English
major Harmonie Clarke said, "I
think the pardon is important,
but due to the fact that Jack
Johnson is deceased, I am not
sure his pardoning will have a
powerful impac.t on the current
position of African-Americans
in today's society. I think the
pardon would have been more
influential if it was done when
J ohnson was alive."
Dr. Frazier shares Clarke's
belief of J ohnson's pardon being
important, but believes that the
pardon is appropriate for society
today. Frazier said, "The convic. tion of Johnson had more to do
with race than breaking the law.
Johnson's pardon would be a
symbolic gesture that the government recognizes the injustices that historical law enforcement and government officials
made in the past."
The PBS station WET A is
airing a Ken Burn's documentary entitled "The Rise and Fall
of Jack Johnson" tonight at 9
p.m.

Magic Combo Torn Apart
BY COURTNEY EILAND
Hilltop Staff Writer

Last Monday night,
Orlando Magic's General
Manager, John Weisbrod, triggered a sensitive area when
he made a decision to trade
Steve Francis' close friend,
guard Cuttino Mobley, along
with forward Michael Bradley
in excha,nge for guard Doug
Ohristie from the Sacramento
Kings.
"We felt that Doug
(Christie) was a perfect fit for
the chemistry of our team right
now," Weisbrod said to NBA.
com. "He's a tremendous passer and defender, he's accustomed to playing in an uptempo offense and he brings
valuable playoff experience.
Cuttino is a very difficult piece
to give up- one of my favorite
people- but we needed to use
our depth at shooting guard
to fill the areas in which we're
deficient."
Although the trading

deadline is soon
approaching, perhaps the most
hurtful part of
the trade was the
timing. Weisbrod
called Magic coach,
Johnny
Davis
shortly
before
Monday night's
game versus the
Boston Celtics and
gave him instructions to not play
Mobley because a
trade involving him
was in the works.
" """' .n ba.c"On1
The trade became Francis and Mobley's friendship has
final just a half- made the recent trade difficult for both.
hour before tip-off
and the news was
shared with the team who, "It's the most drastic thing that
obviously distracted by the ever happened in my career,"
news, suffered a 119-101 loss Francis said to the Orlando
Sentinel. "It's a steppingto the Celtics.
With Francis and Mobley stone to ultimately obtaining
having such a close friendship one of my goals [win a title].
throughout their NBA career, Hopefully, I'll be able to do
the trade became more of an that."
emotional process for the two.
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PLEASE
BE ADVISED THAT STUD.ENTS SEEKING HOUSING
.
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Students who do not have housing assignments prior to the _end of this
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Sleep
Apnea
a
Growing
Problem
Study Shows Sleep Deprivation ,
Common Among Students
J

SNORES, from L&S 81

SLEEP, from L&S 81

-

-

"Throughout the day, the
body cannot perform its duties
without rest" he said. "In
order for the body to do work,
the body must be rested."
Students claimed a variety of issues keep them from
spending more time between
the sheets. For instance,
Rhea Reid, a freshman physical therapy major, didn't cite
high academic or social pressures as the reason behind her
restlessness. Instead, she said
that she's unable to fall asleep
at night, or during the day,
because of her long distance
relationship.
"I think it's because my
boyfriend is gone," she said.
"When he was here, I didn't
have this problem, now I get
on average two or three hours
a night, and that's not enough,
especiaJly when I don't gel any
sieep during th~ day."

Research shows that not
getting enough sleep has many
long and short-term consequences. Deprivation ha~ ~e
ability to increase the hkehhood of accidents and death,
as well as stimulant abuse.
It can also lead to long-term
memory loss, and even obesity.
According to the AJC•. s~udies
have shown that ind1V1duals
suffering from sleep deprivation often crave carbohydrates
and starches.
Sleep-deprived students
also often feel angry and irritated. One of the largest consequences of sleep deprivation
is the body's readjustment to
a regular sleep schedule. After
years of an irregular sleep pattern, the body has a difficult
time getting back on a healthy
schedule as students transition
to working nine to five jobs.
Sleep is not a problem
for all students. Junior PR
major Amy Williams, unlike

many studen,~s, fee~s that. she
gets plenty. I don t sacnfice
sleeping [for anything~,'' she
said. "I .try to study dunng ~e
day. I like to wake up feeling
refres~e?."
.
Wilhams said that students should note that proper
sleep is just as ir_nportant as
pro~~r stu~y habits, a?d can
positively impact their academic careers.
Most students could stand
~o have. more sleep ad~ed
into their schedules. Feehng
refreshed and well rested can
improve academic performance .a~d increase overall
productlVJty. If s~dents feel
that thE>v ba~e an 1ssu~ larger
than late-mgh~ studymg. or
~em~ late-rugbt partying,
un1vers1ty couns~lo~s are p~e
pared to help. It is impe~at:Jve
to solv~ the sh~rt-term. issue,
before 1t turns into a lifelong
disorder.

Pajama Jammie Jam or Not
PJS, from L&S 81

them at the party with their lingerie, which is what they should
wear to those kinds of things.
But we know that when they get
home, they're taking that off and
putting on some sweat pants, or
real pajamas or something."
Sophomore computer science major Tiffani Bell confirmed that, saying, "Mostly, I
sleep in some random t-shirt
and a pair of pajama pants.
Sometimes I'll put on an entire
PJ set. Like, this pair of sheep
pajamas that I have. They're the

hotness, purple silk with sheep
all over them."
Bell said she also has her
own theories about what the
male students dawn after sundown.
"I suspect guys sleep in just
a white tee and maybe just a
pj set," she said. "I know my
little brother wears a wife beater
and pj pants and I've seen guys
around here do the same, even
though some claim they don't
wear anything."
But she does not speak for
everyone, because there are

other female students who like
to think that the romanticized
report of nighttime habits is
true.
"I like to think that some of
the guys on campus are going
to sleep in boxers. Just boxers,"
Smith said.
While some people hold
on to the dream, others have
faced the truth and accept that
at the end of the day, when the
classes, meetings and parties are
through, most students return
home and go for the classic comfortable pajamas.

tions major Jeffery Tribble said
he displays some of the symptoms of the condition, but he
does not believe he has anything
to worry about.
"I yawn and snore occasionally, and I think it is because I
am tired," he said. "I don't think

that it could be anything larger,
at this point in my life."
Mellman said that only a
small percentage of the people
who snore suffer from sleep
apnea, but advised students who
identify with the symptoms to
consider the possibility enough
to get treatment.
"They should be evaluated in

a program that has sleep labs,"
Mellman said. "If the sleep lab
confirms sleep apnea there are
very effective treatments."

I

Doctors Warn Nbout Weight Loss
HEALTH, from L&S 82

work out and get in shape, so I
decided to help them out. My
stepfather is a personal trainer,
and I have also read a lot of
health and fitness magazines in
preparation for this program. I
have tested out all the exercises
that I irr.plement, so I know it's a
workable and safe regimen. We
work out everyday."
Robinson
knows
that
healthy weight loss is a process
that involves more than just fatburning exercise.
"I'm trying to get them to
eat right and do cardiovascular
workouts, because without that,
exercising will not help."
Alicia Hannon, a freshman
international business major, is
a member of Robinson's workout program.
"My girls and I decided that
this needed to be done because
we weren't happy with our bodies and didn't want the freshman
15 to sneak up on us," Hannon
said. "Twice a week we work our
abs, and the other days we lift
weights. We do cardio every day.
It's about our overall health, but
as typical girls, we are always
looking to loose weight. We want
to look good for spring break!"
Hannon acknowledged that
since starting the program, she
has begun to see positive results

and has even started to make
better food choices.
"I lost a couple pounds, [but]
I'm not yet completely satisfied
with my results, but I'll continue
to work out regularly until I'm
happy."
Other students are getting
into shape as well, but on their
own terms. David Meares, a
sophomore biology and chemistry major, has taken strides to
keep his New Year's resolution
of staying fit.
"I started a schedule and
work out just about every morning," he said. "I bought some
food so I'm going to be eating
better as soon as I start cooking
for myself."
"I run 30 minutes a day,
three times a week," said Crystal
Grant, a sophomore psychology
major.
"I workout at the same time
everyday, no distractions," said
Marcus Miller, a freshman marketing major.
The difficult part of getting
into shape is actually sticking
to your plan, and for those who
do, making sure not to go overboard. According to the Dietary
Guidelines for Americans, fad
diets may result in short term
weight loss, but do so at the
risk of your health. Unless your
health is seriously at risk due
to obesity, gradual weight loss

should be your rule - and your
goal. It's important to strike a
balance between dieting and
exercising.
"If you have only one version of how to get healthy, you're
doomed to fail," Martin Binks,
a health psychology director at
Duke University, told the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution.
"Exercise is important, just
watching what you eat won't
work," Robinson said. "There
are some bigger people who are
healthy and some thin people
who aren't. Fitness doesn't necessarily have to do with how
much you diet. You can't have
one without the other." Meares
agrees.
"A combination of both is
the most effective way to loose
to weight," he said. "Consult a
doctor if you can to establish the
most effective weight loss program for you."
According to the U.S.
Departments of Agriculture and
Health and Human Services,
healthy weight loss occurs slowly aud steadily. Aim to lose one
to hvo pounds a week by burning 500 to 1,000 calories a day
through a low-calorie diet and
regular exercise.
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District Should Not Pay For
Bush Inauguration S·e curity
There are a lot of us who
are not very excited about the
upcoming inaugural celebration that will bring President
Bush into office for another four
years. However, the celebration
is special because it is the first
post 9/11 inaugural celebration.
Right now, the D.C. government
isn't very excited either because,
thanks to this being the first
inauguration since 9/11, there is
a need for extra security; a need
that carries a $12 million price tag that the
federal government
has passed on to D.C.
Since D.C. is not
considered a state,
and therefore, does
not get the same
rights as other states
such as representation in the senate.
D.C. has a shadow
senator. They carry the duties
of any regular senator but, they
are not paid and do not have
full-voting rights when it comes
to passing legislation. It's a wellknown fact that D.C. residents
have never been happy about
this, hence the license plates
that read: "taxation without representation."

The federal government also where the extra security is comcontrols many aspects of D.C. ing from: the D.C. Metropolitan
government including its bud- Police force.
get. So when the federal governTo say all of this is unfair
ment realized they didn't have would be an understatement
enough money in their inau- considering the millions of dolgural budget for extra security, Jars left over from the Bush .camthey passed the cost on to D.C.'s ' paign. That money is going back
homeland security budget. So to Bush, not back into the city's
once again, the federal govern- homeland security budget.
ment has played D.C. as a result
We believe all of this would
of their statehood status.
ultimately be solved if the federEven worse, is the fact that algovernmentwouldsimplygive
D.C. its deserved statehood, that way D.C.
government officials
can have more say as
to where there money
goes. In the meantime,
they should just give
the money back, it's a
financial burden every
year and this year's
need for extra security
will make it an even
the inaugural celebration is held bigger burden. Its not D.C.'s
in D.C. every four years only fault that this year's inaugurabecause D.C. is our nation's tion is the most expensive in the
capital. No one ever officially celebration's 200-year history,
voted to hold the celebration in why should they have to foot
D.C. each year. As a result, mer- the bill.
chants lose money because they
must close their stores early
in anticipation of heavy t raffic. Let's not forget to mention

Our View:
Thefederalgovernment
and Bush administration
should give the money back
to the District.

NFL Getting Too Tough on
Player ,Touchdown Cel~brations
"

Minnesota's wildcard victory
last week against the Green Bay
Packers was more than a victory
for the Vikings, but also a victory
for the National Football league
in their fight against obscenity
and excessive player celebration.
After
scoring
a
fourth-quarter
touchdown
that
clinched the playoff
win for the Vikings,
Moss pretended to
pull his pants down
and moon the crowd.
Moss said his actions
we;e in response to
Green Bay fans' tradition to moon the
'visiting team's bus
in the parking lot.
Many laughed, including us at
The Hilltop. However, the NFL
didn't see the humor in his celebration and fined Moss $io,ooo
for exce~sive player celebration
and his obscenity.
Though many fans and players might believe that the punishment for Moss's actions was
a bit excessive, others like ESPN
agreed with its obscenity and

refused to broadcast the celebration. This isn't the first time Moss
has been fined for his behavior
since he entered the NFL.
When the NFL fined Moss for
his simple gesture, it could have
betn as a result of one of two

against a Monday Night Football
commercial that featured a naked
Nicollette Sheridan of "Desperate
Housewives" jumping into the
arms of Philadelphia's Terrell
O:wens.
Then
consider
Moss's
already strained relationship with the NFL. Moss
has a track record offines
that include fighting and
unsportsmanlike conduct; he obviously isn't
the, poster boy for the
NFL. He has also been
arrested for traffic altercations that definitely
do not help his scapegoat image in the NFL.
So maybe the NFL simply wanted to let Moss
things. The NFL might be trying know he cannot carry on with his
to cut down on the reputation excessive, bad bay behavior.
it has gained for obscenity. Last
Whatever the reasoning may
year's Super Bowl performance be, the league overreacted. After
where J anet Jackson exposed · all, football is a form of entertainherself to not only the thousands ment and as long as no one was
of fans in the stadium but, also hurt and the fans found humor in
millions of people watching the Moss's celebration, there should
performance at home caused be no cause for concern.
controversy and FCC fines. Most
recently, there was been backlash

Our View:

The NFL overreacted to
M oss's celebration and only
decided to f ine him .because
of previous incidents.

King Legacy Not to Be Forgotten
We can almost guarantee
that most of the Howard population spent yesterday sleeping,
shopping, or just "chilling." This
is a bit depressing considering
the signs posted all over campus
asking sh1dents to make Martin
Luther King day, "a day on, not a
day off," and there are plenty of
opportunities to do so. Several
campus organizations were hosting
community service
events in honor of
the man who died
to see all of us live a
life free of segregation and racism.
Therefore, its
only fair to say that
Martin Luther King
Day should be spent
giving b1:1ck to the community.
However, why can't we do community service all year long? As
with a lot of other holidays, we
do a lot of things once and never
again until the next year.
Though it would be a good

way to celebrate and carry on Dr.
King's legacy, we feel it would
be more fitting to help out in
the community everyday. Every
major city in this country has a
Martin Luther Kind Blvd named
in lii.s honor. Unfortunately, we
can probably all agree that on
any given day, we can walk down
our local Martin Luther King

they never would have imagined.
How can we let prostitution,
drugs and violence represent
one of out national heroes?
The destructive state of the
Martin Luther King Boulevards
everywhere reminds us of one
of our heroes, Erykah Badu,
when she said, "no you won't
be naming no building after me,
to go down dilapidated."
Perhaps Dr. King should
have told us this before
his tragic death because
our communities are
indeed dilapidated.
We should want to
preserve his legacy by
not allowing this .to go
on. We should want to
make him proud by giving back to our depleting
communities everyday, not just
one. Dr. King would be turning
in his grave if he saw what goes
on and how we spend his day
catching up on rest instead of
•
~ng to make hjs dream last.
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~
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A Letter Frolll the Penitentiary
LEXH .

They say insanity is to repeat
the same behavior and expect a
different outcome. If this is true
I should've been sent to Saint
Elizabeth's a long time ago. I'n1
writing this from D.C. jail, the
belly of the beast. I face incarceration for the next 3 to 8 years
of my life.
The purpose of this article
is to share some of my observations and lessons that I have
learned either too late or too
slow. I hope that my rnessage
will reach someone and they can
use niy experience to avoid the
pain that I am currently enduring. .
Now if everything is going
great for you and your ~iggest
problem everyday is which white
tee to wear with which blue
jeans, or what color your eyes
are going to be, this may not
be for you. This is for those on
a road of higher education but
whose activities or lifestyle will
only drag them down when they
are trying to move up.
I want my situation to be a
wake-up call to those who are
sleepwalking on a path they
should not be on. Sometimes, we
do things as a means to an end
with out realizing that our means
may become our end. I chose the
life that I have led as we all have.

That is our God-given privilege;
the freedom of choice, free will
and self-determination.
However, our choices may
be limited by the decisions of
others, our own actions, or
ignorance of any other possible
action. So many men are incarcerated here because they are
not aware of any oilier decision
than the one that led them to
jail. In other words, they didn't
know any better.
Your perception of life can
alienate you from too many
opportunities. For some, this
place isn't a pit stop, detour, or
weight station; it is the destination. That's what makes my
predicament that much more of
a sin; I knew better than to fall
into the trap, or at least I should
have.
Jail has been a continuous
epiphany, an unending stream
of revelations. Now, it seems as
if I have been ripped out of the
microcosm of my youth to stare
at the harsh light of reality. This
is otherwise known as growing
up. We all do it, albeit at different speeds and it is a life long
process. One of the first signs of
growing up is realizing that most
of the stuff mom and pops told
us when we were coming up i$
true. My only regret is that the
trigger for this particular phase

of my maturation had to be so
traun1atic.
They say that college is a
rude awakening to the adult
world. I can almost see my mom
nodding her head in agreement.
One of the benefits of collegiate
life is that it allows for a transition into the real world, at a
more leisurely and sedate pace,
than it would have otherwise
occurred.
Suppi;>sedly, there are niore
Black men in jail than in college.
I've had the dubious distinction
of contributing to both ends of
that statistic. No matter what,
I'll be alright. Everything that is
faced can be changed, and notlli~g cari be changed until it is
faced (~ames Baldwin). Take a
long, hard look at your life, the
choices you make, and how they
will affect your fu.ture. Don't look
with your Gucci glasses either;
keep it real.
Ignorance is bliss, and so is
a walk in a tropical paradise,
until you walk over a cliff by not
paying attention to where you
are going. Analyze where you are
going in life. Take a good look at
the path you are on. That way
you can avoid a cliff or two.

The '.Process' of Howard Life History of U.S. Black Senators
LONDON MUSE

·rm a freshman, and I love
.
· it! But I say that so when you
read the rest of this, you take it
with a grain of salt. Even before
I came to Howard, oeople told
me that "Yhen you do anything,
be'prepared for a process. So, I
~ame to HU. with that expectation.
To say that was true would
be an understatement. I've
been subjected to applications
that were more than five pages
(I've had job applications that
were shorter), "creative" projects that were seriously out of
the box, group projects that
would normally take a month
were done in a week and a list
of other things. But I took them
in stride and I can honestly say
'

that I am apart of some amazing abbreviations (some that aren't
organizations. However, lately even in use anymore) and some
a certain organization that we other off the wall things.
will refer to as T.C. (That Club)
And then on top of that,
has taken this "process" idea to T.C. administered a test (that's
a whole other level. And for the a pretty normal request) that
record, they're not even a Greek was "sabotaged" to say the least.
organization.
There were at least two people
They are, however, a very in that room who for a fact did
visible organization, that as far not turn in an application or do
as I am concerned doesn't ful- an interview that were taking
fill their purpose to the best of the test, blatant cheating was
their ability. Believe me when I going on and certain members
say that I k11ow their purpose, of T.C. were helping those who
motto and other organizational they knew. I understand that
information. Anyway,this orga- sometimes it's not about what
nization has caused people to you know, but who you know.
do some pretty extreme things; However, I think that they took
memorize more than 60 peo- it a little too far. Or am I just
ple, learn all the names of the being naive to the way of life at
schools and colleges and their Howard?
Deans, learn all the artwork
on campus, know the building

'

PAULA R. BRUNER

On Nov. 2, 2004, Barack
Obama,
the
Democratic
Senatorial nominee for Illinois
and
Democratic
National
Convention keynote speak~r
became, as the Nov. 5, 2004
edition of The Hilltop indicated, the "third African-Arneri~
to serve in the Senate since
Reconstruction and only the
fifth in the nation's ·history."
Unfortunately, many Americans
are not aware of who the other
four African-American senators were and the article does
not mention them. Therefore,
given this publication's dedication to educating its readers, I
offer below a brief portrait on
each of Senator Obama's Black
Senatorial predecessors.
The first two AfricanArnerican U.S. Senators were
Republicans representing the
state of Mississippi. They were
elected ·during Reconstruction
(1865-1877), a period following the Civil War during which
the United States sought to
rebuild and reconnect a divided and damaged nation. This
period saw the passage of the
Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and
Fifteenth Arnendments, which
abolished slavery and established that citizenship and the
right to vote could not be limited
on the.basis of race. In 1869, the
Mississippi legislature elected
Hiram R. Revels, a barber, educator, ordained AME minister
and former state senator, to fill
former Confederate President
Jefferson Davis' rema1n1ng
unexpired term. Revels served
in the U.S. Senate from January
1870 to March 1871.
Four years later, the
Mississippi legislature elected
Blanche K. Bruce, a former slave
who b.ecame a real estate baron,
to the United States Senate nlaking him the first Black Senator

to serve a full term (1875-1881).
On Feb. 14, 1879, Bruce
served as Majority Leader as a
·result of the Senate's customary practice of rotating presiding officers during routine floor
proceedings, and became the
first person born into slavery to
preside over the Senate. In 1881,
he was appointed by Republican
President James A. Garfield as
Registrar oft he U.S. Treasury
and became the first AfricanArnerican to be represented on
U.S. currency.
In
1966,
Republican
Edward William Brooke III of
Massachusetts became the first
Afyican-Arnerican to be elected
to the U.S. Senate by popular
vote. A native Washingtonian
and graduate . of Howard
University, Brooks was the
first African-Arnerican state's
attorney general and the only
African-Arnerican U.S. Senator
to serve two terms (1966-78).
Because of his achievements,
Brooks recently received a 2004
Presidential Medal of Freedom.
In 1993, Carol Mosley
Braun, a Democrat from
Chicago, Illinois, became the
first African-American woman
and first African-Arnerican
Democrat to serve in the U.S.
Senate. In addition, she was the
first woman to serve as a permanent member of the powerful
Senate Finance Committee. She
made her mark as a freshman
senator when six months after
her investiture, Braun prevailed
in a battle with powerful senior
Senator Jesse Helms (R-N.C.)
on the renewal of a federal patent for the insignia of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy.
Finally, in 1990, Rev.. Jesse
Jackson, Sr., a former presidential contender and civil rights
activist, served as a shadow senator for the District of Columbia,
a non-voting, unpaid position
created primarily to lobby the

U. S. Senate and the U.S. House
of Representatives for statehood
and full federal representation.
Although he did not succeed in
obtaining statehood for D.C.,
Senator Jackson's diplomatic
intervention led to the release
of hundreds of hostages held by
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
in 1991 and the relea.se of three
American prisoners of war in
1999·
Ac(!9rding to the Nov. 5,
2004 Hilltop article about the
Illinois victory, Senator Obama
said, "We have to remind our..:
selves that this is really the end
of the beginning. This is not the
end itself.". Although Senator
Obama was referring to his
well-deserved victory when he
made that statement, I encourage Howard University students
who have an interest in politics
to embrace it as a mantle for
change and progress.
From here on, let us make
a change. Let us identify and
support the African-American
candidates who contend for
seats in the U.S. Senate and
Congress and work toward multiplying our representation in
those chambers. For if we take
on this mantle, we can expect
that in the near future, AfricanArnerican elected officials will
come from both the Democratic
and Republican parties, include
botll men and women, and will
represent states in the North,
South, East and West, as well
as the territories. Moreover,
as history has already shown, I
expect that these future AfricanArnerican Senate (and congressional) representatives will be
graduates of Howard University,
other HBCUs, Ivy League schools
and even community colleges.
So as Bishop T.D. Jakes often
says, "Get ready! Get ready! Get
ready!"
Thank you for the opportunity to share. ·

monday. tuesday. wednesday thursday. friday.
monday. tuesday. wednesday thursday. friday.
monday. tuesday. wednesday thursday. friday..
monday. tuesday. .wednesday thursday. friday.
monday. tuesday. wednesday thursday. friday.
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Announcements by.
campus organizations for
meetings, seminars or
nonprofit are charged $5
for the first 20 'vords and
$1 for every additional
five words.
Individuals advertising
for the purpose of
announcing a service,
buying or selling
are charged as local
companies 'vith a rate
of $10 for first 20 words .
and $2 for every 5 words
thereafter.

Announcements

ealth
·P rofessions
Society!!!
&eneral Body
Meeting
1·19-05
5:30pm7:00pm
Blackburn
Forum

rr'he Love(y Laties
Siama §amma
'Rho Sorority, 'lnc.,
~[?ha Phi Chayter
Present:
10 Pearfs
and 2 'Ru6ies
'lnjormationa[
Wed. Jan 19,
2 oos Startina
· y _romyt{y at
7:22ym :B[ack6urn

Roommate
wanted to share
a comfy 2br/2ba
apt 15 min.
from campus.
Cable- ready,
washer/dryer in
unit and wallto-wall carpet.
$450/month plus
· electric. Contact
Chris:301-5590275

~uditoriuni

:Business

~ttire

:NCJVW ·

:Jvleeting
WecCnesaay
1/19/05
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Y'all remember old school
Down South Skate Jams?
Well. we do too ....
The HU Georgia and
North Carolina Clubs
present

.The
"Ridin • Dirty on 85''
Skate Party
feat. the. Ga. Club's own
DJ Rediculous
\Vhen: Saturda)~Jan.29
Time: 4:30-7:30 pn1
Where: Skate Palace
3132 Branch Ave.
Ten1ple Hills. !\ID
(across fron1 the Branch
Ave. Metro Stop)
Cost: $5
(Admission is FREE for
paid members of the
GA and NC Clubs)
For nlore .inforn1ation, visit
'\'W\v.hugeorgiaclub.org
or e-mail
hu_ncclub@yahoo.con1,
hu_gaclub@yahoo.con1
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